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2oCOVER
911 TRAUMA
ANO RELIEF
Having picked up the pieces of tornado and flood devastation for two
decades, psychology professor Lennie
Echterling extends his disaster counseling expertise to Sept. 11. A month
before the anniversary of this
national trauma, he helps ease the
journey from victim to survivor.

HAS
THAT LONG?
Marking 25 years of"university" prestige, JMU players
and principals reflect on the July 1, 1977, name change
Since the mid-l 970s when he made the first gift of an

and what led up to it. Alumni share their perspectives in

1rt o endowed athletics scholarship, outgoing JMU rector

the accompanying Bluestone Journal.

vard and one-time traveling lettuce salesman Zane Showker

1tar) ('79P) has come to personify JMU's business pro-

tcles grams and has made yet another gift to athletics.
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9 Thwarting cyber-terror

10 Alternative rock

11

The Fenix floats on air
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qualitatively as well as quantitatively, and

JMU has a great deal at stake in the bond

our athletics teams have become successful

referendum. There are seven JMU proj-

in Division I of the NCAA.
Supporting the institution's change and
growth over the years has been an everexpanding array of outstanding facilities

address our dire need for new facilities in

campus buildings exist today only
because of statewide bond referendums.

built or are planned for business, educa-

of voter-approved bond issues. Godwin
Hall exists because of a 1968 bond
issue. Roop Hall, home for the College
of Education, became a reality through
a 1977 bond issue. The 1992 bond issue
brought us a major addition to Carrier
Library, the first academic building for the
College oflntegrated Science and Technology and the University Services Building.

M

Can you imagine a JMU without
those buildings?

E

It's hard to believe that a quarter of a

M

century has passed since Madison College
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became James Madison University. I vividly
remember the excitement on campus as it
became apparent that soon we would be a
"university" instead of a "college." Madison

The bond issue will allow JMU to
the arts. Up-to-date facilities have been

ties on campus that are here because

J
A

versity in Virginia - in the referendum.

for our students, faculty and staff. Many

There is a long list of major facili-

4

ects totaling just under $100 million the largest amount of any college or uni-

tion and the sciences. It is time to provide
similar high-quality quarters for the arts.
The bond issue includes $29.8 million for
the construction of a center for the arts
and $20.9 million for a music recital hall.
Private funds are also being raised for those
two vitally important projects, which are
detailed on Page 7.
Also under the bond issue, the rapidly
growing campus area east of Interstate 81
will receive a $19.8 million library facility
to complement the resources of Carrier
Library. A new $24.2 million chemistry and
physics building on the east side ofI-81 has

This fall, Virginia voters will again be
asked to provide a brighter future for the
state by approving two bond referendums.
One referendum will allocate $846 million
to improve capital facilities at the commonwealth's colleges and universities, along

already been funded.
At JMU and many other colleges and
universities, the bond issue addresses the
need to renovate and modernize older
buildings. The bonds provide $13.9 million for the renovation of Miller Hall and

alumni and leaders of the time reflect on

with $55 million to expand museums and

that important chapter in the institution's

cultural areas. The second referendum will

The bond issue also provides $5.8 million

history, beginning on Page 43.

provide $119 million for state parks and

for infrastructure work and for improv-

recreational facilities.

ing handicapped accessibility on campus.

I had begun work at Madison two years

$9.7 million to renovate Harrison Hall.

earlier and, even within that short period

By using bonds to finance these capital

of time, the massive changes taking place

projects, Virginia will be acting in a fiscally

made possible through bond issues approved

at the institution were obvious. A thriving

responsible manner that does not require

by Virginia voters. I urge the Virginia mem-

coeducational institution with a multitude

the state to raise taxes. None of the previ-

bers of the JMU family to vote on Nov. 5.

of academic programs had evolved from

ous higher education bond issues resulted

As you vote, keep in mind that the higher

what had once been a small college primarily

in a tax increase.

for women majoring in teacher education.

Much of JMU as we know it today was

education bond issue will provide facili-

The needs are clear. Virginia's public

ties that are necessary to support students

As great as those changes were leading

higher education system now serves more

of tomorrow at our university and the

up to university status, the changes in the

than 325,000 students. During the next

state's other fine colleges and universities.

25 years since have been even greater. Since

decade, four-year colleges expect an increase

the name change in 1977, student enroll-

of 19,000 students -

ment has nearly doubled to more than

JMU. Community colleges are expected to

Linwood H. Rose

15,000, academic programs have expanded

grow by 12,700 students.

President

more than another

amp and smiley I
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Governor's first commencement address urges service to others
Warner appealed to gradu-

permission to walk together

through JMU's Adult Degree

ates and their families to

during graduation ceremonies.

Program. Carter graduated

vote favorably for the bond

Carter home

from Rockingham Memorial

issue on the Virginia ballot

schooled her

Hospital School of Nursing

this November to finance new

daughter, Re-

in 1975. She periodically took

capital projects at state-sup-

becca Jones,

classes at JMU until, she says,

ported colleges and universi-

during a portion of her high

she "became serious" about

In his first commencement

ties, including $99.9 million

school career, and both earned

finishing her degree.

address as Virginia's governor,

for JMU construction projects.

college credits at Piedmont

Carter works for Char-

Mark R. Warner told JMU's

May's graduation cere-

Virginia Community College.

lottesville's division of General

nearly 3,000 graduates to begin

mony also provided another

Jones graduated from public

Electric, which helped with

their working lives by using

first for JMU. While most

high school in 1999 while

part of her tuition. She has

science and technology "not

parents jockeyed for the best

dual enrolled at PVCC and

been appointed to the board of

just to earn a living but to

seats in Bridgeforth Stadium

entered JMU as a junior in

the American Association of

serve the disadvantaged:'
Virginia's 69th governor

for a chance to snap a photo of

2000. In May, she earned her

Occupational Health Nurses

their son or daughter receiv-

bachelor's degree in sociology.

and earned the GE Marie Ross

also cautioned graduates

ing a diploma, Pamela Carter

"Being able to graduate

Award for Nursing Excellence.

against becoming jaded.

sat close enough to hold her

with Rebecca gave me the

Carter says, "To see Rebecca

"Never let apathy cloud your

daughter's hand. Both mother

motivation to complete my

earn her diploma a year early

thinking or prevent you from

and daughter received bache-

degree," says Carter, who

was phenomenal and to share

being engaged in what goes

lor's degrees on May 4, and

earned a degree in occupa-

it with my own accomplish-

on around you;' he said.

JMU granted them special

tional health management

ment was incredible.~
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RESTAGING THE ARTS IN THE MIDST OF EXPANSIVE CHANGE
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Science, technology and

technology, I think it's now

and Art History, "It's an

ects constituting a new Fine

business have changed the

time we look at the arts." The

understanding of humanity

and Performing Arts Com-

world in many ways during

board agreed.

that gives students the abil-

plex. The first stages are on

the last 25 years. The explo-

The fine and performing

ity to lead a meaningful

the drawing board now. But

sive growth of JMU's campus

arts must play a prominent

life." And since the univer-

the project's future is far from

has paralleled those changes.

role in the lives of JMU stu-

sity promises to prepare

certain. Of the $69 million in

It is now time, however, to

dents, says Richard Whitman,

students to live productive

total project costs, $10 mil-

regain a balance.

dean of the College of Arts

and meaningful lives, that's

lion must come from private

fully half of the equation.

funds raised by the university.

In a presentation to the

and Letters. "The fine and

JMU Board of Visitors last

performing arts, while very

During his presentation

While JMU will seek $9 mil-

year, President Linwood H.

important in their own right,

to the board last year, Rose

lion from the state later to

Rose said, "Just as in the '80s

supply a vital element to stu-

and Charles W. King Jr., vice

fund equipment and furnish-

we looked at business and

dents' education, which is an

president of administration

ings, the critical step occurs

education and met their

understanding of humanity:'

and finance, presented a

this fall. More than $50 mil-

needs, and then in the '90s

According to Cole Welter,

six-year capital outlay plan,

lion will be funded by a state

we looked at science and

director of the School of Art

which included several proj-

bond issue. But that's only if

-----------------------+ ----------------------,.,,.

enough Virginians vote "yes"

The second phase will be

on the northwest corner of

on Nov. 5, 2002, for the Gen-

a music recital hall adjacent

campus, creating a new gate-

eral Obligation Bond Refer-

to the center. In his presenta-

way to JMU on Main Street.

endum for Higher Education.

tion to the board, Rose noted

"Without a doubt, the

Once the funds are

that while the music depart-

arts complex as planned is

secured, construction will

ment is housed in a relatively

absolutely required for our

begin. The first phase is a

new building, it never was

programs to continue their

center for the arts, which will

completed fully. A statewide

excellence. And it would also

house the School of Theatre

budget crunch in 1989 elimi-

become the Shenandoah Val-

and Dance. It will be built on

nated plans for the recital

ley's new cultural heart;' says

the site currently occupied

hall. Consequently, all JMU

Kathy Stafford, vice presi-

by Anthony-Seeger Hall on

music performances are pre-

dent of university advance-

the west side of Main Street

sented in spaces designed with

ment. "That's very exciting.

and is planned to be 108,490

no acoustical or logistical con-

But at this point we need to

square feet. It will contain a

siderations. The music per-

work hard to get the vote

500-seat auditorium, dance

formance center will rectify

out for the bond issue in

studios, an experimental the-

that with 67,000 square feet, a

November and we need to

state-of-the-art main recital

reach out to everyone ever

hall with 400 to 500 seats,

connected to JMU and show

will be impressive," says

rehearsal areas, an expanded

them that this project deserves

William Buck, director of

music library and more.

their support.~

ater and more.
"The center for the arts

the School of Theatre and

The third phase will be to

Story by Andy Perrine ('86)

Dance. "But it will not be a

renovate Duke Hall, home to

Design by Scott Trobaugh ('98)

luxury. Accreditors of our

the fine and visual arts.

theater and dance programs

All these plans will cre-

have cited our current facili-

ate the Fine and Per-

ties as completely deficient:'

forming Arts Complex
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~ $2 ;,808,900
$20 900,000

$3,978,boo
$1,780,000
HAruusoN HALL & ANNEX RENOVATIONS - $9,732,700
LIBRARY, CISAT CAMPUS - $19,792,600
MILLER HALL RENOVATIONS - $13,927,700
STEAM INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS -

HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY -

will not increase any Virginia tax.
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ahead of the curve of current
philosophy. She taught us to
accept the special needs child
in our classes long before that
became common practice. She
foresaw the falling of barriers
for coaches to coach teams of
the opposite sex.

SHE GOT GAME! Leotus Morrison taught more than field hockey skills

She was always one step
ahead. She exemplified grace
under pressure, and she was
the calm in the storm. She
taught that the best decisions
are made when emotions are
not high. When I went to her
with a sorority problem, she
let me rant and then carefully
directed my considerations
to several possible solutions.

8

She guided students to the

J
A

truth, rather than dictating

M
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what was true or what should

M

be done.
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"When you're up to your

atmosphere of PE classes. For

was more likely to ask, "What

project our senior year. It was,

neck in alligators, it is difficult

four years at Madison College,

do you think and why?" If a

by our account, a failure. Few

V
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to remind yourself that your

I was compared to people who

student could produce a logi-

surveys were returned to us,

original objective was to drain

could run, throw, hit, shoot,

cal and well-planned alterna-

and of those that came back,

the swamp."

catch and jump with excellence.

I had no business being a
physical education major. On
my best day, with all systems

tive, Dr. Morrison was not

many had obviously not been

until I

afraid to let the student give

answered in just. Dr. Morri-

it a try. Often, her students dis-

son showed us the other side

She gave me hope. She

covered that Dr. Morrison's

of our results and how to

I was doomed met Leotus Morrison.

go, I was a mediocre athlete

broke the mold. She thought

way was indeed the best, but

draw some interesting con-

with few visible skills. As a

"outside of the box" and ac-

what a learning experience

clusions. We were invited to

bonus, I was slow. After waver-

cepted those of us who were

she provided.

ing between guidance coun-

unable to match the ideal. She

Her standards were high.

seling and English as a major,

encouraged free thinking, wel-

Written assignments could

ple, but we learned how to

I abruptly changed to physi-

comed ideas other than her

receive an "Excellent, C+;' part

see things in another light.

cal education. My decision was

own and set high standards

of a marking scale that none

Students who were enrolled

based mainly on a happy sum-

for reasoning.

of us could appreciate at the

in Dr. Morrison's classes were

present our final report, possibly to serve as a bad exam-

mer job of directing a play-

Dr. Morrison, who taught

time. Lee Morrison enjoyed

exposed to dynamic lessons

ground and on the belief that

health and physical education,

and stimulated lively debate in

taught by an inspiring pro-

I could develop closer ties with

never responded with the

her classroom. Her thought-

fessor with uplifting convic-

my students in the relaxed

words "because I said so:' She

provoking questions were

tions. If you paid attention,

you left class with more than

and GMU to serve the national

field hockey skills; you had

interest at a most critical junc-

skills for life.

ture in our nation's history,"

-

says JMU President Linwood

Donna Farmer Butler ('71)

Rose. "Leveraging the two pro-

ABOUT THE

grams will give us a strength

PROFESSOR

in this area that doesn't exist

Leotus Morrison,
professor emerita
of health and physical education, lives in Harrisonburg.
Morrison was inducted into
the JMU Sports Hall of Fame
in 1992 for her successes as
coach of both the field
hockey and women's basketball teams. The professor and
coach was instrumental in the
formation (and later served

JMU and GMU join forces to protect
the nation's computer networks

elsewhere in this country."
The project will be led by

JMU and George Mason

emergency services, telecom-

University will collaborate

munications systems and

on a $6.5 million project to

energy sources.

address the legal, technical

The federal grant was

and policy issues involved in

steered to JMU and GMU by

protecting the United States'

a congressional subcommittee

vital computer systems against

chaired by U.S. Rep. Frank R.

cyber-terrorism.

Wolf (R-Va.). JMU and GMU

The National Institute of

are two of 36 universities in

Standards and Technology

the nation recognized by the

John A. McCarthy, a member
of President Bill Clinton's
administration team that facilitated government and privatesector collaboration in preparing vital computer systems for
Y2K conversion.
"We want to become a
center that researchers and
government leaders come to

grant is among the largest

National Security Agency as

ever received by either univer-

Centers of Academic Excel-

for centralized information

sity, and it will fund the Crit-

lence in Information Assur-

on cybersecurity;' McCarthy

ical Infrastructure Protection

ance Education. JMU is also

says. "Right now, that data is

Project, which will be housed

home to the Commonwealth

all over the map."

at the GMU School of Law in

Information Security Center

The idea to protect the

Arlington. The cooperative

and the first distance-learning-

nation's computer systems

effort combines resources

based M.S. degree in computer

from terrorism had its roots

from GMU's National Center

science with a concentration

in the presidential commis-

Donna Farmer

for Technology and Law and

in information security.

sion formed after the· 1995

Butler ('71) says

JMU's technology and infor-

that she has "spent

mation security programs to

as president) of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women, the original governing body for college women's athletics in the
United States.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

31 years on the

orative program allows JMU

business

and

bombing of a federal building in Oklahoma City.¥

government

on ignorance." She has taught

leaders in how to protect the

every grade level from K to 12

nation's computer networks

and every subject, except sci-

against widespread attacks or

ence in middle school. Butler

hackers who attack across

teaches for Hanover County

several jurisdictions.
The project will also use

named an Armonk Scholar

the expertise of federal offi-

and Teacher of the Year. She

cials, business leaders and

also earned the John Marsh

researchers to clarify security

Award for teaching the U.S.

issues as they relate to the

Constitution. She and Ray live

networks that support Ameri-

in Mechanicsville with daugh-

ca's critical infrastructure,

ter, Sarah, a senior at JMU.~

including banks, the military,
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sponsor research and to train

front lines battling the war

Schools, where she has been

"This unique and collab-

9
M
D

GMU and JMU presidents, Alan G. Merten and Linwood H. Rose, confer before
talking to The Washington Post, National Public Radio and other media
about the collaborative $6.5 million Critical Infrastructure Protection Project.
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Professor digs treasure hunt of crystals ......~----..C.,.---'-"
The head of JMU's Mineral Museum and a
I had never heard of," he says.

contributor to the first-ever International

Using articles from around
the world, Keams gathered

Encyclopedia of Mineralogy, Lance Kearns is

data and began writing. He
has submitted all of his arti-

always ready to talk minerals. ((That's a work

cles and is now receiving responses from the editor. Each

of love - anything to do with minerals:'

entry describes characteristics
such as the mineral's crystal-

In a plain wooden box,

mens for the encyclopedia.

kept among a shelf of boxes

The book, which is sched-

10

and bottles and shelves, sits

uled to go to print at the end

J

the beginning of Kearns'

of 2002, includes descriptions

career. The five rocks in the

of 3,844 known mineral spe-

box became Kearns' first

cies (as ofJanuary 2001).
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mineral specimens when he

"It will have some of the

s

was only 5. He keeps them

most up-to-date data on min-

N

in his Miller Hall office,

erals in the world," he says.
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which is filled with books, an
"I Dig Crystals" bumper
sticker and a stack of files for
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the encyclopedia.
Kearns recently described
66 mineral speci-

lography, appearance, physical
properties, optical properties, occurrence and relationships to other species.
"We weren't allowed to just
go by the literature:' Kearns

3
Kearns is among about 50

says. "We had to calculate

mineralogists in 18 countries

data using the same [com-

involved in the project being

puter] program."
Kearns says it has been an

edited by Joe Mandarino in
Toronto, Canada. Mandarino

interesting supplement to his

and Kearns met at a miner-

work at JMU, where he curates

alogical symposium, and in

the ever-growing Mineral

1999 he asked Kearns to
describe 55 minerals for the

500 beautiful and rare speci-

book. Kearns chose 55 car-

mens in five displays: the Sys-

bonates, but would later be
asked to write about an additional 11 species.
Kearns spent months
gathering data on his species,
some of which are ''incredibly rare." Some minerals may
have less than 20 specimens
in the world.
'Tm familiar with the
group [carbonates], but when

4

play; minerals from Amelia,

JMU friends and alumni con-

Va., and Elmwood, Tenn., Col-

tinue to come in, Keams says.

lections; and the Richard S.

Today, hundreds of schoolchildren visit JMU and are
given guided tours by the
Geology Club.
"This gives the students
some teaching experience;'
Keams says. "A lot of our students may be earth science

Mitchell Memorial Collection.

teachers one day."
Kearns also adds to the

There is also a Fluorescent

collection by continuing to do

Display available upon request.
Twelve cases house min-

field research. With the help
of a scanning electron micro-

erals from around the world

scope, which was obtained

- some are rare, others are

through a National Science

from "classic locations," oth-

Foundation grant, he and

ers are simply beautiful. Purple charoite from Siberia is

other researchers can gather
specimens and bring them

housed among minerals from

back to JMU for analysis. On

Peru, Morocco, China, Mex-

Mineralogist and 26-year geology a11d environmental
science professor Lance Kearns digs his work. Above, he
inspects one of 500 specimens from the JMU Mineral

ico, Spain and Germany, just
to name a few.
"It's a great representa-

Museum. 11te collection i11cludes: 1) amethyst from Rio

tion for students to study,"

3) calcite from Viburnum, Mo.; 4) calcitefrom Rio Grande

Grande do Sul, Brazil; 2) epidote from Mitcl1el/s, Va.;

Kearns says.
Begun in 1976 under the

do Sul, Brazil; 5) stibnite from R.umunia; 6) fluoritt' from

curation of Kearns, the

Cave-in-Rock, Ill.; and 7) selenite from Chihuuhua, Mexico.

museum received its initial

Though he has been at

support from the University

a bulletin board near his office,

of Delaware Mineral Museum

Kearns points out new min-

JMU for 26 years and a min-

and the Bryn Mawr College

era! specimens discovered in

eralogist since age 5, Kearns

Mineral Museum. In 1989,

says he never tires of his

Richard S. Mitchell from the

Augusta County using the
microscope. The specimens,

University of Virginia be-

too tiny for the human eye

life's passion.
"It's like a treasure hunt:'

queathed a substantial gift to

to identify, come to life in

he says. "It's always fun."

the museum. The donations

brilliant colors and shapes

of money and minerals from

through the microscope's eye.

Story by Donna Du1111 ('94)
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00)
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Knowledge is power

has been openly critical of
Bush administration initiatives
aimed at reducing terrorism,
which, according to Strossen,
include government searches

sen told students. "The exec-

dance at the National College

utive branch is not kept bal-

Dance Festival in May at the

anced.... To combat the effects

Kennedy Center for the Per-

of post-Sept. 11 initiatives on

forming Arts. Her dance, At

civil rights, we need to advo-

Third Glance, is an exploration

cate knowledge. Absence of

of movement and gender set

knowledge is oppression."

to a soul-disco score. Eleven
JMU dance majors make up

and secret military tribunals.

Kennedy Eenter's
may festival stages
student's dan,e

"Knowledge is power;' Nadine

"This unilateral approach,

Casey Blake ('02) had more

Strossen, American Civil Lib-

supported under the umbrella

than the usual reason to kick

Festival. The festival showcased only 10 student dances

of previously closed records,
credit card database searches

the ensemble, which also performed the original dance at
the American College Dance
Festival's 2002 Mid-Atlantic

erties Union president, quoted

of searching for international

up her feet at graduation. The

James Madison during a cam-

terrorist activity, violates

dance major from Bassett, Va.,

from selected colleges and uni-

won a place for her original

versities across the country.

pus visit in March. The ACLU

checks and balances;' Stros-

la Ii staria de liuerrera

ars and students alike."

Professhr earns JMU,s first
Guggenh~im Fellowship

National Endowment for the

Cultural anthl'Opologist
Laura A. Lewis bee

I

lectual environment for schol-

Lewis has also earned a

Race and Place in the Making

Humanities Summer Stipend

of Black Mexico.

to support her research for

first JMU professor to r ceive

The prestigious Guggen-

two months. She received a

a fellowship from the John

heim fellowship is one of

Summer Visiting Scholar's

Simon Guggenheim Memorial

about 200 granted annually to

Award from the University of

Foundation. The 12-month

help scholars, artists and writ-

Chicago-University of Illinois

fellowship will allow her to

ers secure a block of time, free

at Urbana-Champaign Joint

continue her ethnographic

from other duties, to pursue

Center for Latin American

research on the historical

their work.

Studies to fund one month of

The Guggenheim Memo-

study at the University of Chi-

race and identity in a histori-

and cultural construction of

rial Foundation receives nearly

cago Libraries. She earned her

cally black region of Mexico.

3,500 applications each year

master's and doctoral degrees

Lewis has conducted eth-

from professionals who have

at the University of Chicago.

nographic fieldwork in a rural

shown exceptional capacity for

Among the well-known

community in Guerrero, a

productive scholarship or crea-

recipients of past Guggenheim

state on Mexico's Pacific coast,

tive ability in the arts.

fellowships are filmmaker Ken

since 1997. JMU granted Lewis

Lewis says, "I am grateful

Burns, playwright Sam Shep-

educational leave for the 2002-

to be recognized for this work

ard, historian David McCul-

03 academic year to continue

and happy that JMU shows

lough, composer Aaron Cop-

her Tesearch and to write a

such commitment to faculty

land and writers Langston

.book manusctipt, tentatively

research, which is central to

Hughs and Kurt Vonnegut.~

titled Narratives of History,

developing a compelling intel-

- Janet L. Smith ('Bl)
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Finest Naur award

English professor Geoffrey

American mother and British

Dukettes ranked
na. 7 in nation

father. "Here I am a Brit, who's

tage since Churchill had an

this spring. The awards were
given for the press association's

JMU's Dukettes finished sev-

annual contest for writing,

also an American, so I score

enth among 21 dance teams

photography, presentation, art

all the points;' Morley-Mower

competing in the National

and public service in college

laughs. Born in London in

Dance Association Collegiate

publications. The Breeze won

1919, the WWII Royal Air

Championships on April 27.

first place in the category of

Force reconnaissance pilot

CBS-TV aired the champion-

"general make-up" for best

completed numerous missions

ships from Daytona, Fla.

overall content and design of
a student publication. The

Morley-Mower will receive the

in Africa, Gibraltar and North-

2002 Winston Churchill Finest

ern Ireland. He joined JMU's

Best af the press

Breeze's staff writers, photog-

Hour Award from the British

faculty in 1969 and has written

JMU's student newspaper, The

raphers, designers and illustra-

Embassy in September. The

two memoirs of his RAF days,

Breeze, and its staffers earned

tors also won awards in every

award selection committee

Messerschmitt Roulette and

19 awards at the Virginia Press

press association contest cate-

annually alternates recipients

Flying Blind. He is currently

Association's 2002 winter con-

gory that they entered.~

of American and British heri-

working on a third book.

ference and annual meeting

-Michelle Hite ('BB)
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tea111es
Some children need more
academic attention, and othThis enterprising student

be interested in the program.

ers need more of an emo-

is the brains behind the sue-

The next semester, Learning

tional connection. Learning

light bulb and everyone's brain

cessful Learning Leaders Pro-

Leaders was up and running.

Leaders convene monthly to

works. They all need wires to

gram, which pairs JMU stu-

Minskoff says, "We've had

talk about mentorship meth-

help them work properly, but

dents with learning disabilities

extremely positive feedback

ods and what's working and

some bulbs are wired differ-

and attention-deficit hyperac-

from the parents of children

what's not. They also call on

14
"Everyone's brain is like a
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ently than others - no better,

tivity disorder to local elemen-

involved in the program. Their

professors and refer to texts

u

no worse, just different -

tary students with similar

grades have improved, and our

like The Don't-Give-Up Kid

V

but they still work."

learning disabilities. Every

JMU students are learning real

and Learning Outside the Lines.

semester, about 25 JMU stu-

teaching skills."

"Once you get a special con-
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The explanation sounds
simple. But to a 7-year-old with

dents mentor 25 elementary

Once a week, Buckley works

nection with a child, it's eas-

a learning disability, it offers

school students one hour or

with Trisha, a second-grade

ier to find ways to help them
learn;' Buckley says.

a light bulb moment -

the

more a week. The program is

student, who struggles with

intuitive understanding that

administered by Sherrita Pen-

written expression. "We do lots

Learning Leader Adrienne

'I'm all right. I may learn dif-

der, a psychology graduate stu-

of fun exercises like math prob-

Gonzalo ('04) is an ISAT major

ferently, but I do learn.'

dent, and supervised by pro-

!ems in chalk on the blacktop;'

who works with Zach, a third-

Sophomore Leigh Buckley

fessors Esther Minskoff and

says Buckley. "Fun exercises

grader. "When we started the

uses this story to describe

Nancy Glomb under the aus-

keep children more interested

Learning Leaders, I wasn't sure

learning disabilities to the chi!-

pices of JMU's Baird Center

in lessons. To learn spelling

if college-age students could

dren that she tutors because

and the School of Psychology.

words, I may get a student to

make a difference in the lives

she understands the loneli-

In 2001, Buckley pitched

draw a picture for each word or

of young children," she says.

ness and frustration that they

her Learning Leaders idea to

say the letters before spelling

''After meeting with Zach for

feel. She suffered the same

the board of the Baird Center

them out. Then she gets a 100,

three semesters, I can see how

anguish as a child.

to overwhelming acceptance.

and her self-esteem just soars.

effective spending just an hour

And that's why she's work-

Director of the Office of Disa-

It's all in making a connection

a week has been on his pro-

ing to shatter the long-held

bility Services Lou Hedrick

to each child and finding what

gress. This has been one of my

stigma of learning disabilities.

was contacted to see if students

helps them learn.''

most rewarding experiences.''

'

Buckley concurs. "The rea-

ies, a five-year program from

thanked her and asked for a

No doubt Buckley will

copy of her presentation.

have the Baird Center behind

son I wanted to start the pro-

which she will graduate with a

gram is that I felt alone. As a

bachelor's degree in ILS and a

Buckley did more than offer

this program soon. She's

child I felt broken, and I didn't

master's in special education.

the paper, she spent the

already impressed the philan-

think anyone like me existed.

But this Learning Leader isn't

entire afternoon with the

thropist behind the center,

I want young kids to know

limiting herself. "As much as

young boy, giving him hope

Alvin V. Baird Jr., who, with

they're not alone. They can

I want to teach and find aca-

and reassurance.

see us, Learning Leaders, who

demic solutions, I'm

'

•

his wife, Nancy Chappelear

"I just want to spend

Baird ('40), gave JMU its

individual time with each kid

largest gift- $1.5 million for

I meet," she says. "I want to

the Attention and Learning

tell them that I was in their

Disabilities Center. Baird, who
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are just like them, being suc-

also interested in researching

shoes. I want them to realize

turns 86 in October, suffers

cessful in college."

the emotional side of learning

that they can do anything:'

from a learning disability

Buckley's successes have

disabilities - how they affect

That "can do" attitude may

affecting analytical reasoning.

come at lightning speed thus

a student's self-esteem and

as well be tattooed on Buck-

He was in college before any

far according to special edu-

self-image. I want to study

ley's forehead. She's already

studies were done on learning

cation professor Esther Min-

that in depth;' she says.

brainstorming a second pro-

disabilities. "I donated this

skoff. "Leigh has such talents

"Growing up with the LD

gram for children. "I have an

money to help children with

and creativity, and this program

label, you get your feelings

idea for in-school seminars;'

ailments like mine;' Baird says.

funnels those positive energies.

hurt when you get picked on.

she says. "Students and pro-

"I had a time with math, and

Leigh and Sherrita, our gradu-

You feel you always have to

fessionals in our field have

teachers just didn't understand

ate assistant, performed like

prove yourself It's frustrating:'

conferences all the time, but

back then."

experienced professionals in

That frustration is another

it would be a good idea to

Thanks to young sparks like

their presentation at the 2002

obstacle Buckley wants to shat-

bring children with LDs to-

Leigh Buckley, future teachers

Learning Disabilities Associa-

ter. After speaking at the 2002

gether to speak to them and

will do more than understand.

tion of America national con-

national LDA conference,

boost their self-esteem. They

They'll teach 'I can; regardless

ference in Denver."

Buckley was approached by

could see successful students

of the obstacles.~

Buckley is majoring in

the mother of a son with a

who have overcome the same

interdisciplinary liberal stud-

learning disability. The mother

obstacles they're facing."

Story by Michelle Hite ('88)
Design by Emersson Barillas ('03)
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The leader ofJMU's Army ROTC program,
Lt. Col. Dominic Swayne (left), is decorated
by Col. William L. Faistenhammer for
his efforts in saving the life of a JMU
student injured in a car accident.

then resuscitated the injured
student. Thanks to

the

colonel's quick actions, Kopp
has made a full recovery at
home in Burke and plans to
return to school in the fall.
"Col. Swayne helped save my

An army of

Thelma Kennett Branch Trust
Harrisonburg, Va.

says Kopp.

J. Leonard and Thelma Kennett
Branch Scholarship

Col. William L. Faistenhammer, professor of military

Those who know the

Split second decision. Trav-

science at Virginia Military

eling 65 mph on the interstate,

Institute and acting com-

Nick. Most just know him as

you see a wreck. Do you stop

mander of the 4th Brigade,

"that ROTC hero guy."

and help? "Being a good civil-

which includes JMU's ROTC

Lt. Col. Dominic Swayne,

ian is doing things like that;'

unit, came to campus to pre-

a veteran of the Persian Gulf

says Swayne. "It means not

sent the commendation medal

War who leads JMU's Army

driving by people who need

to Swayne.

ROTC, was presented with a

help.... I don't think it's heroic.

Swayne has served as bat-

s

U.S. Army Commendation

It's just being a good citizen."

talion commander of JMU's

M

Medal for pulling Jason Kopp

Swayne and his wife, Nicky,

ROTC since June. Most re-
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('03) from his wrecked car

who was driving while he slept,

cently, he was stationed at

D
N

and for reviving him before

were traveling east on I-66

Fort Hood in Texas, and he

u

emergency medical techni-

when the accident occurred.

has taught military science at

cians arrived at the scene.

Swayne's wife stopped the

Northeastern University and
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Kopp was driving a 1995

car; and Swayne dashed to

Boston College. Swayne was

Nissan Sentra west on Inter-

the accident scene where, with

commander of the Head-

state 66 near Front Royal on

two truckers who had also

quarters Battery, 212th Field

Oct. 17, when his car went off

stopped to help, he turned the

Artillery Brigade, in Saudi

the side of the highway, over

car upright. In water up to

Arabia during the Gulf War

a steep embankment and sub-

his hips, Swayne pulled Kopp

and he received the Army's

merged upside down in a creek.

through the car's sunroof and

Kuwait Liberation Medal.~

Congratulations

a 1 • mo n a

D U H E 5!

2nd place in the 2002 CAA Baseball Tournament
CAA Coach of the Year: Spanky McFarland
All-CAA: Jared Doyle, Eddie Kim, Brent Metheny, Dan Meyer and Mitch Rigsby
44-16 overall season - school record for wins

2002 NCAA Division I Baseball
Regional Tournament - sixth appearance

James Madison University
extends its sincere thanks to
the following donors for making
a difference at JMU. Between
Feb. 2 and May 15, 2002, these
friends made charitable gifts
of $25,000 or more. Their contributions help JMU increase
its margin of excellence in
higher education.

life. I think he's awesome;'

colonel personally call him

16

Excellence

Bruce and Lois Cardarella
Forbes ('64)
Harrisonburg, Va.

James Madison Sculpture
Project Fund

J. Thomas and Donna
Sullivan Fowlkes ('72)
Bristol, Va.
Ola Belle Garber Cline
Scholarship Fund
Charles R. Neatrour
Harrisonburg, Va.

Elizabeth Baylor Neatrour
Visiting Scholar Professorship
of Foreign Language Studies
Peter D. and Phyllis Pruden
Suffolk, Va.

The Peter and Phyllis Pruden
Distinguished Scholarship
Fund in Elementary Education
Mo Rahimi
Potomac, Md.

College of Integrated Science
and Technology
Margaret Spitzer ('37)
Bridgewater, Va.

Spitzer Family Scholarship
Fund for Health Sciences
Phillip W. ('73) and
Christina Updike ('73)
McGaheysville, Va.
Paul E. and Lillieanna P.

Beck Professorship
Verizon Communications
Manassas, Va.

Verizon Workforce Education
Technology-LINCS for Literacy

___.l
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The Fenix craft can travel over land, water, ice and snow and was built by JMU
students: Peter Denbigh, Saunders Roesser, Aron Hendricks, John Petek, Megan
Inouye, Nick Turner, Carin Minsfield, Chad Dalton, Dodge Perry and Rich
Carroll. '1ust to see the first flight means all our work paid off," says Roesser.

17
But fly it did. On April 17,

Altaii had no trouble find-
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about 140 people gathered

ing students willing to take on

p
E

on a field behind the University

the project, and work began in

Recreation Center to watch the

January 2001. Everything from

craft ascend to about 14 inches

aerodynamics and physics to

and zoom around in large,

engineering and the funda-

controlled circles. Applause

mentals of gasoline engines had

from children, adults and the

Apruied two years in the making flew into JfflU
history - and more than a foot off the ground
- providing students many more lessons than
the eHpe,ted ones in physi,s and engineering.
From the drawing board

---

spelling of Phoenix, the myth-

to be researched and applied.

media topped off what had

Peter Denbigh ('02) from

been a long, grueling project.

Spencer, W.Va., piloted the

The hovercraft idea came

hovercraft in its first public

to JMU in 2000 with the hiring

flight. "Product and team

of ISAT professor Karim Altaii.

management and coordination

"When I got here, I did not see

of the two proved to be the

many projects that students

most difficult aspect of the

could become involved in. I

project;' says Denbigh. "We

come from a mechanical engi-

had to rely on desire and selfmotivation, and learned a

to a highly publicized demon-

ical bird that immolates itself

neering background in which

stration flight, JMU's 550-

and rises anew from the ashes.

your pride is your product. You

number of valuable lessons

pound hovercraft is the crea-

This craft rose to its current

can talk about design, theory

- not the least of which was to

tion of 10 integrated science

purple-and-gold glory from a

and simulation, but if you

be generous in making time

and technology and com-

pile of Styrofoam, wood and

don't show something actually

estimates and not to make

puter science students. It's

fiberglass. At times, not even its

working you have not accom-

promises that can't be met~

called the Fenix -

creators thought it would fly.

plished anything;' he says.

an altered

- Charles Culbertson
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Social Work Matters

H

<,

Let's talk trash ...

ThiemeMeulenhoff Publishers, 2001
By Carolyn Bartick-Ericson

What have you

ISBN: 90-06-92001-0
. .ESPITE an ocean between this writing duo, JMU social
•

work professor Carolyn Bartick-Ericson wrote Social Work

thrown into
Newman Lake?

Matters with Marienne Kemming-Benatar, a social sciences and

JMU alumni, professors and
students cited in the news
I FEEL VERY LUCKY THAT I

education instructor from the Netherlands. This textbook is

If you'll admit it,

GET

TO SPEND MY DAY DOING

designed to teach non-native English-speaking social-work stu-

SOMETHING I FEEL INTENSELY

dents and professionals about English social work terminology.

PASSIONATE ABOUT. To ME

Social work, like most professions, has a language that is some-

THAT'S WORTH MORE THAN

what unique to its members. Emphasis in Social Work Matters is

A SIX-FIGURE SALARY.

-Donna Sizemore Hale ('81)
Burke, Va.

placed on those terms most frequently used in oral and written
communication. The overall objectives of the textbook include
the development of the student's oral and written communication
skills and reading comprehension to become better able to communicate across cultural and international boundaries.~

Maura McGovern, a senior
from Alexandria, won first

18

place in the national writing
J
A

contest for undergraduate

M

WorkingMother magazine (May
2002) named Hale one of five
national finalists in its "Working Mother of the Year" issue.
Hale is executive director of
the American String Teach ers
Association and an advocate
for various nonprofit groups
that foster education and employment opportunities for
underprivileged youth.
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Dukes pen top
national essays
Two health science majors
took top honors in national
academic writing contests.
Katie Kerwin, a May
graduate from Millersburg, Pa., won

is published in the Journal of
Health Care Management.

Kerwin's article, "The Role
of the Internet in Improving
Health Care Quality;' addresses

members of the Athletic Trainers' Association. McGoverns'
paper, "Inconsistencies in Educational Competencies: A Critical Analysis of Contrast Thera-

the utilization of the Internet

py;' was the only composition

by physicians, consumers and

to receive an award -

health service administrators.

and publication in the Jour-

$800

nal ofAthletic Training.

THERE IS CONSENSUS THAT
VIRGINIA HAS A RESOURCE
THAT IS UNTAPPED.

- Jonathan Miles,
integrated science and
technology professor

Miles and other ISAT professors and students coordinate
the State-Based Anemometer
Loan Program. "The Answer
He Tends is Blowing in the
Wind;' Richmond Times Dispatch, Feb. 11, 2002.

first place in the 2002 national

Jon M. Thompson, pro-

Hill-Rom Management Essay

fessor and director of JMU's

JMU health science profes-

Competition sponsored by the

Health Services Administra-

sor Jeff Konin says, "Maura's

American College of Health-

tion Program, says, "Katie did

writing challenges health-care

care Executives. Her win marks

an excellent job in identifying

providers to investigate and de-

the sixth year in a row that a

the timely issues involved in

velop effective and valid meth-

JMU health services adminis-

using the Internet to improve

ods of providing athletic train-

UNDERESTIMATE THE CONVENIENCE FACTOR.

tration program student has

both clinical quality of health

ing services with the goal of

penned the top essay, which

care and customer service."

reducing injury recovery time.~

GASOLINE STATIONS ARE
ON ALMOST EVERY CORNER.
PEOPLE PUSHING HYDROGEN

- James Winebrake,
ISAT professor

"Fuel cell cars face obstacle
course in evolution to miracle machines;' St. Louis PostDispatch, Feb. 10, 2002.
II

Visit the Dukes' new athletics Web site for scores, stats, standings and news from the Duke Club.

Greensboro. "You can't win
25 games in your first season

JMU

Softball
J

without good pitching. Cheryl's
done a fantastic job."
Flynn came to JMU after
coaching UNC-Greensboro to

'if

a 37-29 overall record (19982000). The second assistant
coach is Janine Klein ('01), who
played on JMU's club team.
"It's great to see that from
the president on down we have
a strong support system to
build a good softball program.
Jeff Bourne, [director of athletics], and Brad Babcock, [athletics administration], have been
incredibly supportive. Our faci-

The 12-year veteran team

lity is as nice as anybody's, and

at Hofstra was No.l in the CAA,

the strength and conditioning

bu t "we played them com peti-

staff have a well-structured lift-

tively;' says Flynn. "We received

ing program for the players.

19

amazing compliments fro m

When you do things first class,

M
0

folks who co uldn't believe we

it shows. In terms of recruiting,

N

were a first-year team. We beat

we've enjoyed it. JMU is a gold

E
L

U.Va. at U.Va., and they were

mine. When kids see this place

SOFTBALL

softball teams in the 2002

30th in the co untry. We just

and talk with professors, they

team's first varsity season

CAA, JMU was the only first-

kept it simple. With that m any

want to come. Of the seven

BEFORE THE JMU

began this year, head coach

year program. The team went

freshmen, yo u're going to get

recruits who visited this year,

Katie Flynn posted a visual

5-9 in regular CAA play, and

mistakes. We worked hard and

six signed to play."

motivator on her office wall. A

took third place in the CAA

laughed a lot. The team played

Next year, Flynn will shake

little yellow Post-it note listed

Tournament with a 2-2 finish.

well above its experience level:'

up scheduling and make chal-

the inaugural season records

All this was accomplished

Ending the season with 12

lenges even stronger by adding

for Appalachian State ( 13-36),

with 12 freshmen and two

healthy players and returning

teams like the University of

East Tennessee State (14-35)

sophomores. "A goal of a .500

13 of 14 players are testaments

Maryland and U.Va.

and Virginia Tech (16-32).

season was lofty, but we were

to Flynn and her team's work

"At first I thought if we
could win 16 games we'd have

For now there's nothing soft

confident because we had

ethic. "We've recruited six new

about better than .500 and

stro ng pitching," says Flynn.

players with speed and power

third in the CAA for a team

a pretty good first season,"

From bullpen to starters,

to give our offense a punch,"

of m ostly walk-ons, averaging

says Flynn, "but this team

JMU pitching was ranked sec-

she says. "A lot of our games

5-feet, 6-inches. "We're kind

wanted to set loftier goals. We

ond in the conference. Pitcher

were close. When the offense

of pro ud to be munchkins,"

wanted to surprise people."

Nikki Dunn earned All-CAA

gets stronger, we'll win even

says Flynn. "We're made in the

Two for two.

Tournament honors. Pitcher

more games for our pitchers."

likeness of Madison. I couldn't

Flynn led the Dukes to a

Leah Conley, outfielder Leah

Flynn gives a lot of credit

be more pleased with the work

better than .500 overall record

Evert, and infielder Katie

to assistant pitching coach

ethic or building this program.

(25-24) in the their first season

Jaworski were each named to

Cheryl Denny, who assisted

I love my job;

in the sun. Of the six varsity

the All-CAA Second Team.

Flynn for three years at UNC-

- Michelle Hite ('88)
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MAKING
DISASTER

COUNSE L OR

LENNIE ECHTERLING
EASES THE JOURNEY
FROM VICTIM TO SURVIVOR

Story by John Ross and Pam Brock
Photos by Ian Bradshaw
and Diane Elliott ('OO)

MEANING,

The blood drive last September at JMU's

ing line, "working the room," as he calls it,

Convocation Center was like thousands

chatting and striking up casual conversa-

held around the country in the wake of the

tions with those around him. A Red Cross

terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center

staffer swabbed students' arms with anti-

and the Pentagon. Students, townspeople

septic. "He was talking about his buddies;'

and professors all waited patiently. Giving

Echterling says, "Marines killed at the Pen-

blood was something tangible they could

tagon. He was dealing with powerful emo-

do in response to the horrific tragedy that

tions. He needed to talk about it. Talking is

had hit the nation.

a way of making meaning."

Among the donors was JMU psychol-

In one way or another we all seek mean-

ogy professor Lennis Echterling. "Lennie,"

ing after experiencing a disaster, whether

as his name tag said, walked along the wait-

natural or man-made, says Echterling, who
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MOVING FORWARD
for two decades has counseled the victims

Bruce Simmons ('83), Craig M. Blass ('96)

and rescue workers of disasters like killer

and Matthew Douglas Horning ('97).

The grief was palpable last October,
when Echterling was called to the Pentagon

Midwestern tornadoes, epic floods and now

Now, one month away from the anniver-

mass terrorism. In the case of Sept. 11,

sary of that awful day, the anguish might

everyone was a victim, he says, whether he

return for some. "Sept. 11 is one we'll never

"I would go to where [the families] were

or she had a connection with someone who

forget;' says Echterling, who also specializes

having lunch, and I'd get some food and

was killed or just saw the event on televi-

in the painful psychological compounding

ask the families, 'can I sit here?' I introduce

sion. No one was immune from the effects.

of the anniversary effect. "Memories of the

myself and then begin hearing their stories,"

Everyone, including all of campus, felt the

event will be evoked. People will convene

Echterling says. "In times of crisis, people

need to check on and connect with their

again, often experiencing some of the same

have a need for that. And if you're there to

loved ones. Sadly, the JMU community lost

emotions again. People will be continuing

bear witness to their experience, then you

three alumni at the World Trade Center,

on with their grieving."

don't have to coax it out of them."

as part of a crisis team during a memorial
for the victims.

His questions and conversations were

"Your work as a helper at that time is to

Natural disasters often evoke a sense of

designed to focus positive energy on an im-

hear the crisis story but to look for the sur-

inevitability because of their sheer scale and

possible situation. "Just encouraging people

vivor in the crisis. In other words, be curi-

power, he says. Victims' search for meaning

to have an emotional catharsis is not the

ous about things, like how did you manage

often triggers a reassessment of their per-

answer alone," Echterling's research and field

to escape that situation or where did you

sonal theology. "If God is all loving, why

experiences have shown. "Re-experiencing

find the strength to face what you needed

wasn't I protected?" West Virginia flood

the trauma is not likely to lead to resolu-

to be doing at that time, how did you come

victims asked of Echterling and clergy on

s

tion. Taking action and making a difference

up with that idea of sharing?"

the scene.

u

is just as, and perhaps more, valuable."
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Giving blood, something that thousands

For survivors of man-made disasters

This concept lies at the epicenter of

of Americans did after Sept. 11, was a posi-

like Sept. 11, Echterling says, there is a vital

Echterling's professional approach to coun-

tive response. And it was the act that was

difference. "You have a psychological reac-

seling disaster victims through the feelings

important, Echterling says, not the blood.

tion that really emphasizes a sense of anger

of helplessness, hopelessness, confusion, re-

The Red Cross ended up with much more

and outrage and hostility;' he says. "Here you

sponsibility and loss. He has been called on

blood than it could use and even had to dis-

will have the anger and hostility focused in

to implement this approach as both a coun-

pose of the surplus, he notes.

on 'who are the perpetrators?'"
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selor and as an adjunct faculty member of

"We need to address the experience of

The list often includes the survivors

the Federal Emergency Management Agency

disaster by making meaning." Echterling

themselves as initially they strive to take con-

and the National Institute of Mental Health.

says. "We need not only to look at our emo-

trol of the chaos and grasp at making mean-

"The focus is on helping folks to progress

tions of fear, anger and grief, but also at our

ing. They question their own role in the

through a resolution emphasizing their

emotions of love, courage and hope. We need

tragedy, Echterling says: "'Why didn't I ask

strengths, their resilience, the support they've

not only to look at the act as a disaster, but

her to stop by the post office before going

received, their creativity. These are positive

to recall also the acts of courage that it gen-

to work in the World Trade Center,' for

aspects about crisis resolution;' he explains.

erated," he says.

instance? 'If I had, she'd be alive. If only I'd

At last September's JMU memorial
service in the Convocation Center, the
psychology professor was chatting ,
touching base, "working the room, "
as he calls it, with the professors,
students and townspeople who turned
out to "make meaning" in the wake
of Sept. 11 .
The outpouring of public support for
firefighters, police and emergency medical
technicians who rushed to the aid of victims
of the attacks is a further example of taking
action and making meaning. Even far from
Ground Zero, people went out of their way
to thank rescue workers in their own communities. Flying the American flag in a show
of patriotic solidarity was another display.
So were the testimonials people gave of their
experiences. "Those are not formal therapy,
but I see them as very powerfully therapeutic
and healing [as people] take on that identity
of a survivor."
Disasters certainly are times of high emodriven him to work like I'd promised, he

terrorist. "Play is an excellent way of internal-

tional engagement. The trick is to channel

would not have been in the subway."'

izing a traumatic and painful circumstance."

personal emotion into positive action. Some

As an activist, however, Echterling soon

One way of making meaning is taking

events are so potent, that they never lose

starts people on the journey from victim to

action, which often can result in significant

meaning. They become part of survivors'

survivor, and that depends on personal and

public good. When 13-year-old Cari Light-

identities, Echterling says. Even 60 years later,

positive action. Among the most important

ner was killed by a drunk driver, Echterling

for example, many Pearl Harbor survivors

steps are finding meaning and making

says, her mother, Candace, created the now

ask to be buried with those who perished

meaning. Found meaning comes from out-

potent action group Mothers Against Drunk

in the attack. For the most immediate sur-

side, like the many broadcasts and articles

Drivers. She became an advocate. So have

vivors, Sept. 11 will carry just as searing a

that offered context and information about

Jason Sfaelos ('96) and friends, who are rais-

mark, Echterling supposes.

radical fundamentalist Islam, American secu-

ing funds for a commemorative scholarship

He has come to his conclusions through

rity, foreign policy and perceptions of Ameri-

for his best friend, Craig M. Blass ('96). Class-

years of research and counseling disaster

cans around the world.

mates of Matthew Douglas Horning ('97)

victims and the rescue workers and clergy

While finding meaning relies on out-

are doing the same. "My friends and I are

who deliver aid. He has written as well about

side sources, making meaning is more per-

trying to do our part by raising money for

community response and the recovery pro-

sonal and comes from within, Echterling says.

this scholarship," Sfaelos says. Craig "was a

cess, including, with Mary Lou Wylie, a chap-

In the wake of the terrorism, schoolchil-

dear friend who many of us miss dearly

ter in Response to Disaster: Psychosocial, Com-

dren created games and assumed the role of

and will continue to do so for the rest of

munity and Ecological Approaches. He is col-

rescue worker, soldier or policeman, and, yes,

our lives."

laborating now on his third book with col-
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"WHAT CREW ME TO THIS WHOLE AREA TO
BEGIN WITH, CRISIS ANO TRAUMA, WAS WHAT
INCREDIBLY INSPIRING WORK IT IS. 11

24

leagues Jack Presbury and Ed McKee. Echter-

to make them feel more vulnerable. Not so,

ling's achievement is recognized by others

he found. Given their longer lives, they tended

also, like the media and fellow mental health

to have lived through many difficulties and

professionals who seek his expertise. The

were first to put the event into perspective.

Association for Counselor Education and

Emergency responders, he discovered,

Supervision gave him the 2002 Counseling

often become victims in a sort of inverse

Vision and Innovation Award last spring.

way. Police officers, firefighters and med-techs

Echterling's counseling sessions are not

often submerge their feelings behind a mask

quite so clean and sterling. They take place

of professionalism and deflect attention with

not in a quiet office, but up to his knees in

comments like, '"Oh, I'm no hero;" Echter-

the same water, mud, ashes and wreckage as

ling says. "'I was just doing my job."'

the victims and rescue workers. He is on

The counselor won't let that be, how-

the scene during the sandbagging, picking

ever. As a consultant and adviser to the Crit-

through the tornado-strewn neighborhood,

ical Incident Stress Debriefing Team for the

at the community relief center or on the

Central Shenandoah Emergency Medical

back of the firetruck. He returns later to

Services Council, he trains peer counselors

visit churches, schools, hospitals, firehouses

and assists rescue workers dealing with trau-

and police stations.

matic experiences like a close call, the death
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In the aftermath of the catastrophic

of a child or an incident they could not avert.
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Virginia and West Virginia floods of 1985,

All of Echterling's life-altering interven-

he saw how children recounted their expe-

tions converge in a positive approach to life

riences and exposed their fears through

and faith in humanity. "What drew me to

paintings and drawings and play. Adoles-

this whole area to begin with, crisis and

cents, he noticed, were more apt to write

trauma, was what incredibly inspiring work

poems or songs or become involved with

it is," he says. "People often ask me why in

relief efforts.

the world I want to do this kind of work.
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Adults also joined in relief efforts, but

Yes, it is very distressing and, at times, I'm

made scrapbooks and photo albums of their

emotionally affected by seeing the kinds of

experiences too. "They also made downward

trauma and consequences. But the courage

comparisons, meaning they tended to see

and inspiration and resilience I see, it's just

their experiences as not being as bad as some-

amazing what people are able to do. I have

body else's;' Echterling says.

wonderful memories regarding these peo-

The elderly surprised him. He expected
their physical and occasional mental frailty

ple who I'm happening to connect with at a
very stressful time." •

8tory by Pam Hroc:k
De,,ign bv Leah Beilcv ('IJO)
Photos bv Dmne Elliott t'Ol )
and Cour,e~y vf'Zam' 1-ihowki r ('79Pl

Rector adopts JMU

and becomes its

spirit of

entrepreneurship

I

I

.

The loboy of Zane SJfowker Hall is h~zzing. "He's here?" "Which one is he?" "Where?" Necks crane, students veer across the marble

fo}' for a better view and others roost in; the mezzanine to catch a glimpse of their slick, sophisticated College of Business benefactor.
In person, rather than reputation, he's shorter than expected. "That's him?" a student looks skeptical. There's no GQ here, just an air of
self-sufficiency and a flair for the frugal -

pressed khakis and plain business shirt, complete with plastic pocket protector. The spotless

windbreaker has 10 years on his admirers. "There's nothing wrong with it, so I still wear it;' beams the celebrity, who has driven the same
flashy new sports car for 30 years and performed his own housecleaning chores according to a strict schedule. When asked, students
gladly dump their baclq:iacks and pile around him for a photo. He reaches out and pulls those closest to him closer still. Twenty minutes
later, several students e d up late for class. No matter. Their professors won't protest. Holding court is Zane Showker ('79P), outgoing
rector of the JMU Board of Visitors, member of the CoB Advisory Council and a founding spirit of the college's collective identity.
"Carrier kept talking about a school of business;' Showker says, recalling those eager days in the 1980s when the Harrisonburg
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businessman and the ambitious JMU president schemed over the future. "We got to talking about putting all the business programs
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together in one building so that we could accomplish more, be more efficient. That's how the College of Business building was born,
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right there on the napkin."
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"The students just call it Zane Hall;'

Harrisonburg Fruit and Produce part of

1900s. "They were panhandlers, walking

N

confides CoB Dean Robert Reid, who

HFP SYSCO. That's how he picked up

the tracks from Staunton to Craigsville;'

came to JMU with the establishment of

his education in commerce and how he

says Gene Showker, Zane's fraternal twin.

the highly successful hotel-restaurant

built his company into part of the

"They traveled daily. They'd start in the

management program. "That was one of

SYSCO Corp. -

North America's lead-

morning and go back in the evening and

my pet deals," Showker says with pride.

ing marketer and distributor of food and

get more merchandise and peddle house

"You'd be surprised how many people

food service products with $21.8 billion

to house. They settled in Craigsville,

came out of that program and made man-

in sales last year. Today Showker still lives

opened a country store, then split up and

ager all over the place."

by the proven moral to his success story:

each opened a store. . . . Zane got his

Business, like politics, is local. More than

knowledge by how Papa operated. He took

that, he'll say, it's personal.

care of people, and they took care of
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That program was a natural attraction for the enterprising Showker, who
started out hawking lettuce and canta-

"People know you and respect you if

him;' his brother explains.

loupes from a loading dock on Harrison-

you're community minded;' he advises.

Zane even emulated their early busi-

burg's North Main Street, surreptitiously

"When people respect you, you get all

ness model. "Man, you talk about going

extracting business insights from his

kinds of help."

out and beating the bushes. I worked my

elders over lunch. ''I'd cut open a water-

His father and uncle operated that way

tail off night and day. I peddled water-

melon for dessert and pump them for

when they arrived in the Shenandoal1 Val-

melons and cantaloupes and tomatoes

information;' crows the founder of the

ley as Lebanese immigrants in the early

and all kinds of stuff up and down the

'

valley;' he says, recalling his daily produce
runs to and from Washington or Richmond
and the times he was so tired he had to catch
a few hours' sleep in his truck. Once he fell
asleep at the wheel and crashed into Sgt. Slattery's living room. "The front porch roof fell
down, and I squeezed out of the car, and I
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was standing up in his living room. He turned
on the light at the top of the steps. I could
see him standing there in his bathrobe. He
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For Showker. j(,od business and

their business, Showker never got to finish

phllan1hrqpy .-.0 at home with his par-

college. To make matters worse, his broth-

ents I1J. "Mt fatber"s accounts receivable
book was an ofd ~ (2J. He probably
could have rdrld jf he had collected what
was owed him.'' $howker often caught his
Zs in the back of his first delivery truck [3],
which he could afford only because the
dealer contrived a phony repair bill to
avoid the down payment. In the ensuing
50 years, that produce peddler built Harrisonburg Fruit and Produce into part of
SYSCO Corp. [4~ Today the entrepreneur is
passing the breaks he received on to others.

said 'Showker!' He recognized me because I

ers' business "bellied up;' as Showker says,
leaving him stranded. "So there I was. I was on
the end of the diving board and didn't know
which way to go. I had forgotten about college, and, man, that was a funny feeling:'
That funny feeling, his bold and petrified plunge into the produce business and
the years of making-do primed Showker
to become JMU's first and most faithful

played basketball. Then he called out to his

Also, in between, he learned the value

wife, 'Martha, put on some coffee. Showker's

of a business education, something that

"As an outgrowth of economic educa-

gonna be here awhile:"

Showker had had to scratch out alongside

tion, we felt like we needed a program to teach

major donor.
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It wasn't long before he was able to aban-

his living. He came to Madison College in

young people about entrepreneurs, people

y

don the loading dock. In 1950, he established

the 1970s, already a success and hot to pro-

who took risks, people who invested their

himself on Harrisonburg's South Main Street,

mote economic education in public schools.

money, energy and time and sweat into build-

where he remained until the early '90s, when

From that association, it was obvious to Car-

ing a business;' Carrier says. "Zane then

HFP SYSCO moved to its glamorous new

rier that this self-made businessman had

endowed the entrepreneurship program."

headquarters just a few miles farther south.

some things he needed: capital, an entre-

"Entrepreneurs," Showker rasps, "that's

In between, Showker made some key deci-

preneurial spirit and a sense of magnitude

the guts of the country.... I wanted [stu-

sions. One, he went frozen. "He was only in

that matched Carrier's ambition for Madi-

dents) to be able to understand what they

the fresh produce business, and he realized

son College. But the real key, Carrier real-

were getting into, because I jumped into it

that it was frozen products that big businesses

ized, was what Showker didn't have: an alma

and didn't know what I was doing. I had to

were going to have to use," Carrier says.

mater of his own. With just one year at the

struggle;' he explains. "They need to under-

Two, he merged with SYSCO. "He realized

University of Richmond under his belt before

stand what they're getting into. They need

he had to have the capital support of a

World War II called him away and then his

to know how to talk to banks and obtain

larger organization."

older brothers kept him away for good to run

financing and that they've got to do a lot of

I
T

homework before they walk in and talk to

''Zlilil}naSadopted JMlJ«nd vie~

all the basketball games and almost all the

that banker.... They are important things,

versa," says President Unwood H. Rose.
Active fQr two decades in the College of
Business~ Showker also ~rried out official
university governance duties on the JMU
Board of Vtsltors. Here [5] with Rose at his
last meeting as rector, Showker bids good•
bye after S"total of eight years on the board.
tfe also was an a~e JMU parent, turning
out at au ·the football games to cheer ori
his so11, Joe the Toe ('79) [6J. JMU's first
and most ~ithful major donor, he has
given his,latest $1 million gift for the future
Athletics Performa!lCt Ct!nter.

football games."

and that's what I was really firm on seeing
at the CoB."
Showker then immersed himself in JMU,
becoming an active CoB adviser, a devoted
Dukes fan, a JMU parent (of Dukes 1976-79
kicker "Joe the Toe"), JMU Foundation board
member, and ]MU Board of Visitors member
and rector, a term he just completed in June.
]MU is just one leg of Showker's Isosceles

That's an important slice of college life,
Showker says. "I feel athletics are an essential part of the university or college. Basically,
good athletics programs will attract better
students. . . . You need good quarters for
athletes to attract them, to bring them in.
And JMU athletes have really good GPAs.
That's fantastic for athletes. You've really got

in 1990, cancer patients no longer have the

"My three things as far as trying to help are

added burden of traveling for treatment.
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something there."

commitment to community participation.
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Today, whether cheering on the Dukes or
ringed by young entrepreneurial hopefuls,

education, health care and the church. That's

"Zane has given so much to countless

the elder entrepreneur is pleased with his

a triangle that's pretty important. Businesses

worthy causes;' says JMU President Linwood

investment in JMU. "I feel like the kids

of any kind, whether they're large or small,

H. Rose, "and he has been loyal to JMU for

coming out of JMU now in the CoB are

if they don't connect, if they don't pay atten-

25 years. He is JMU. Of course he has pro-

really better apprised and better acquainted

tion to the local health of the community,

vided financial support, but more impor-

than they were back when we built the build-

then they're not doing their part. They're

tantly he has provided leadership and invalu-

ing," he says. As rector, moreover, Showker

just in business for themselves;' says Showker,

able moral support. He has given his heart

has good reason to be pleased with himself.

who has helped several local businessmen

to]MU:'

Having watched from the commencement

start their endeavors, participated in many

With his latest $1 million gift for JMU's

dais for two years as successive seas of sen-

organizations and donated both muscle and

future Athletics Performance Center, Showker

iors have graduated, Showker the proud

money to conununity projects, including the

has come full circle. "When I started the

human being counts each of them as indi-

local hospital. "The cancer center, that's my

athletics program, the scholarship program,

vidual successes. Showker the businessman

pride and joy. Little did I know it was as

he was the first person that I went to and

counts them no differently.

badly needed as it was or that it would be used

asked for a donation;' Carrier says. "After

as much as it has;' he says. Since it opened

we started the program, he went to almost

As Carrier says, "Zane has never been
afraid to invest in people." +
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like you're committed to work, you have to
be committed to your family. When there's
school plays and things like that, l'm there."
Marvin took a different route after their
company's buyout. With financial securitv
fairly well taken care of, his wife gave him a
little nudge. "We got lucky selling a company,
then instead of sitting back and enjoying it
-

I had these two boys -

and she said,

'What are you doing? Haven't you don<? this
enough?' First, I got mad. Then I went upstairs and looked in the mirror and said to

-
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myself, 'What am I doing?' And I went down-

Wrth ral$ing money as his forte, Kay left the CEO position of his brainchild, Capital
Automotive, to someone else. "There's nothing wrong with being No. 2, even if you
have the idea. Be No. 1 later.•

stairs and said, 'You're 100 percent right: You

were becoming the darlings of Wall Street,

it's an opportunity doesn't mean you should

all over the place business class, offices in

then sold in 1997 right before that business

pursue it. Big opportunities are better than

six cities, with clients like Microsoft, AOL.

segment foreshadowed what was to come

small ones, and I like working with smart

This has all been great, but this is crazy."

in the technology sector. "After everything

people rather than by myself;' says the College

shook up, we ended up selling to Sitel, the

of Business Advisory Council member.

largest calling center oorporation in the world
at the time," says Marvin.

think you're kind of important -

traveling

So Marvin made the switch to a homebased consultancy, literally putting family

From his home office, Tracz balances his

first. He is now the chief operating offi.:er of

comfort for chaos with a slower lifestyle in

Infusion, a technology company that enables

u

"Looking back, it was certainly traumatic

Nellysford, 50 miles from Harrisonburg at

students to learn about higher ed u..:ation

I
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when we were going through it, but it was

Wintergreen Resort. For the past year he

options on the Web - then apply, get finan-

s

one of the most fun times I've had in busi-

would hit the road about once a week to work

cial aid and even go to class - all online. But

ness," says Vance, who now oversees business

out of his team's Richmond office. Now Leap-

don't look for him on the 15th floor of a

development for Sitel's technology sales and

frog is selling to one of its investors, and

palatial office suite. He plans to stay home

support in Vienna. "Our focus was not only

Tracz plans to spend more time on one of

based. "I get up every morning, and I take

growing the business, but also devoting time

his hobbies -

with an entrepreneurial twist:

my oldest son to school, then I come home

to our personal life."

"We are setting up a fund to buy and oper-

and I play with my 4 year old. He's in here

ate distressed golf courses."

while I'm doing conference calls, and I think
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Like Vance and Marvin, Dennis Tracz
('78) enjoys the adventures of uncertainty.

Vance says he works between 60 and 70

I'm more attractive to people because I can

"Most people are nervous and ducking, but I

hours a week, but some of that -

see lots of opportunities in chaos," says the for-

proposals and other computer time -

is

But, you say, people like Marvin and

mer CEO of ~ X M L Inc., an e-services

from home in the evening after wife, Patti

'Il:acz have the luxury of taking financial risks.

company. "Filli,1g the void is what entrepre-

Schlemm Vance ('81 ), and their three kids

Yet according to sociology professor Gregory

neursbip is about OJanse generally shows the

have already gone to bed. But he spends the

Peter, entrepreneurship is an equal opportu-

void and -

early part of the evening with his family. "Just

nity choice. "They could afford to do it finan-

opportmlity. But just because

e-mail,

walk away."

cially, but people can support themselves

put so much time and effort in it. It's really

seeing Nicholas when he was 1, because he

doing a business out of their homes. And it's

hard to let go," he explains. "I was a little

was asleep when I left and when I got home.

a means to be with their families, fitting eco-

burned out after that experience. We worked

There was so much at stake for people in

nomics into their values. People shouldn't

all the time, nonstop;' Grass says of him-

the technology industry, and the distance

have to sacrifice family, community (or think

self, his partner and Tim Gillons ('92), who

between financial gain and loss is so enor-

they have to) to be an entrepreneur;' he says.

joined Grass to help build the company. "I

mous. Some people worked themselves to

He says entrepreneurs generally fall into

had a very nondimensional life for that

death quite literally. I don't regret it, but I

two categories. "Capitalistic entrepreneur-

period. I had to get away. We took signifi-

never want to do it again."

ship is the familiar, pro-growth style of entre-

cant time off to travel the world." Grass was

preneurship. It's creating a large organiza-

gone for seven months before coming back

ranging from a high of 100 hours to a low

tion to make a big impact -

to the work world and then to teach at JMU

of 60 hours - he left Aether to start White

for a semester. Gillons is still gone.

Shoes Racing, an interest that he has had

and lots of

money of course. Even though researchers

After years of seven-day workweeks -

don't recognize it, lifestyle entrepreneurship

Wayne Jackson ('85) is another success-

for years, and to do more sailing. The com-

is a different path. It's another way to have it

ful entrepreneur who has tallied up the cost

pany secures race-car sponsorships and

all without being owned by it all;' says Peter.

of money and opted for change. The for-

restores and sells vintage race cars. "I had

For two intense years, Jeff Grass ('92) was

mer head of Aether Systems Capital Asset

already decided to spend a lot more time

owned by it all. He and his partner researched,

Management Division made millions when

with my family and doing the things that I

launched, built, fine tuned and capitalized

Aether merged with Riverbed Technologies,

enjoy and for which I have worked so hard.

(several times) Paymybills.com, which relieved

which Jackson co-founded and served as its

Sept. 11 certainly reinforced the feelings be-

customers of the time, stress and torture of

chief executive officer. The offshoot of Noble-

hind that decision and my thoughts about

writing out a slew of checks to pay their bills.

star eventually licensed its technology to Palm

changing my priorities away from being so

For a fee, Paymybills' customers got their

Computing. As for so many of JMU's most

business obsessed."

bills paid on time, whether they were sit-

successful entrepreneurs, there was plenty in

Jackson, who readily acknowledges that

deal to pay off his house, credit card debt

his academic record was far from stellar, says

probably even handle any concerns about

that e learned valuable lessons about him-

paying the educat10n b111 for anr, future

self while at JM U. "People who learn how

Dukes. "Th whole impact of going from

to relate well to others have a greater chance

Paymybills.com points to the intensity of

o_n~ fi_n~n._ci.'.11 place in life to ~nother was

at success than those_who are simply well

capitalistic entrepreneurship. "We were in a

really strange. You go through all these

educated," he says. "They have to learn how

very competitive market space with a similar

weird emotional issues -

feeling absurdly

to take advice, create consensus around dif-

competitor [Paytrust];' Grass says. "We were

lucky and disproportionately so when

ferent opinions and motivate people around

going head to head for relationships with

you wake up and find you have a big bank

difficult circumstances."

banks. We were so similar and well positioned

account. You see it make a lot of people

Jamal Al-Khatib, the Zane Showker Pro-

that it came down to the price thing. We

crazy, and what I decided is that I liked my

fessor and Center for Entrepreneurship direc-

both started cutting, but then below cost,

life before, and I like it now. I just don't

tor, is not at all surprised that some of JMU's

you can't survive."

worry about money."

most successful entrepreneurs were not nec-

Grass sold to Paytrust just as the dot-com

But Jackson definitely paid a high price.

essarily exemplary academic achievers. "School

wave crested. Then he nearly collapsed. "You

"I went four to five months without ever

is not the end, it's the means. They might

e

not excel academically -

even though they

before the company went public. "I went to

JMU grads) and you have buyers, you have

are certainly capable of making the grades

help my dad, and we were losing the war on

to make sure everyone is thought about.

- but they choose not to, because they have

cancer. At the time I was going through it, it

Tom is very good at that. There's nothing

so much going on," says Al-Khatib.

was not obvious that making the right choices

wrong with being No. 2, even if you have

Rich Masterson spent his days at JMU

was going to benefit me." Seven months later,

the idea. Be No. 1 later."

doing all he could to pay the bills while getting

after the IPO was consummated, Masterson

the degree. "I was an exceptionally average stu-

was able to monetize his holdings -

right

The company has $1.3 billion invested in 274

dent, but honed a strong work ethic while at

before the dot-com bubble burst. "I had the

automotive properties in 28 states. "People

JMU;' says Masterson ('78). "I also managed

opportunity to make the most money of

say, 'you must have been a great student.' I

a bar, cleaned fish and sold Christmas trees. I

anyone in the company."

wasn't a good student my first year. I found

Kay has plenty of potential for growth.

something I really liked.''

got into the habit of working all the time.'' He

JMU's academic experience did click with

says JMU offered him a good balance, a quality

David Kay ('89). His classroom success led

Al-Khatib says that especially since the

that Masterson has kept central throughout

him to Arthur Andersen, where he used his

creation of the Center for Entrepreneurship

his professional life. "I think balance occurs

entrepreneurial sense of opportunity to spot

in 1985, the College of Business has steadily

over a period of time. However dysfunctional

what Tracz calls "the void." He worked on

expanded its opportunities for entrepre-

I may have been working 20 hours a day, I was

many transactions where several smaller auto-

neurial-minded students.

never in a sales meeting rather than a doctor's

mobile dealerships would form partnerships

"The Center for Entrepreneurship spon-

appointment with one of my kids. Maintain-

to go public. The dealers wanted to sell their

sors a Business Plan Competition, where

ing a certain set of values at work as well as at

land and the consolidators didn't want it

students submit their ideas to a panel of

home helps you to make the millions of

-

professional judges who are local and national

acres upon acres of prime real estate.

decisions you have to make in your life. It's

Enter the opportunity. Kay put together

entrepreneurs;' he says. "The students com-

become a world where everything is compro-

a plan for a real-estate investment trust with

pete for substantial cash and scholarship

mised, and some things shouldn't be. To me,

Pulte Home Corp.'s Tom Eckert, and Capital

awards. The CFE also invites successful entre-

millions of dollars. He walked away from

lot of young P!<:Jple want to s~~rt_!hes~ 1!_nps,_

says ~ -Kh~tib.

U.S. Interactive -

the company that put

and they want to be the CEO. There was no

Two students who certainly would have

United Parcel Service, American Express and

way I had the qualifications I needed to do

entered the Business Plan Competition if it

Ragu spaghetti sauce on the Web -

that," says Kay, who was 31 at the time. "I

had been offered in their day are 1991 grad-

knew I was good at telling our story. I'm good

uates Larry Cotter and Bill Carey. They passed

at raising money, but I was not good at put-

20 business plans back and forth from the

ting together a board of directors. When

time they were at JMU to the time they

you have employees ( up to three of them

founded Wall Street Sports, predecessor of

it's integrity, and I wouldn't sacrifice it. Not
everything can be for sale."
Masterson's time couldn't be bought

e

when his father needed him - not even for

right

Sandbox.com, in July of 1997.
Like Kay, they have begun their entrepreneurial journey more recently - and they

are still weighing the ultimate cost of money.

The partners founded their dot-com to seize
upon several leisure time activities - sports,
can!s, casino and arcade games, and surfing. "Without the Internet, the cost of playing would have been prohibitive. We were
making money with it - we were at break
even in 1999 - but we knew we still needed
to get bigger because it wasn't going to attract
the masses. Then we thought fantasy sports
would be a natural tie-in to what we were
doing." They acquired Sandbox Entertainment in 1999.
The business is not all fun and games.
"Three years ago, we couldn't have been sexier," says Cotter. "We hit a sweet spot in the

After the buyout, Marvin (left) made the switch to a home-based consultancy. Vance,
his former partner, puts in 60-70-hour workweeks with Sitel, but still manages to spend
his evenings with his family.

market, and things couldn't have been bet-

Like many of us, the entrepreneurs have

ently, but now I've got kids in college. So

ter. Tt was relatively easy to raise." Now insta-

perhaps wrestled with these tensions even

now I would definitely give up the company."

bility on Wall Street means nearby Madison

more since Sept. 11. "Between the tech crash

Al-Khatib points out that regardless of

Avenue isn't placing as many ad buys- espe-

and Sept. 1 I, everything my family, friends

the reason, entrepreneurs thrive on change.

cially with dot-corns. "The one good thing

and I do has been reduced to more of an

"They will embrace risk and change before

about the Internet bust is it's crystal dear

appreciation of and move toward the sim-

they would ever settle for the security of a

what we need to do: We need to be prof-

pler life -

more simple time with family

regular paycheck. They have tasted the sweet-

itable, just like every other company out

and friends rather than big dinners, new

ness of success and are always alert and on the

toys for the adults, huge trips," says Marvin.

look for new ways to guard and preserve

Whether we count our money in thou-

Jackson and Tracz had contemplated a

their independence. The subconscious fear

sands or millions - or even hundreds - we

change months before Sept. 11. When asked

of the unknown coupled with their talent for

all have an equal opportunity to choose our

whether they would try to make the busi-

spotting and capitalizing on opportunities

priorities and ultimately to make decisions

ness work or cut their losses and get out,

are what drive them to explore new ventures

about how we spend our time and how that

Jackson says, "Show me the money. When

and ideas - and survive change;' he says.

reflects our values. "All entrepreneurship is

you're in your 20s, you don't know how rare

Whether working from the boardroom

lifestyle entrepreneurship;' says Peter. "The

this can be. It's an entrepreneurial trait to

or the home office, the lifeblood of the

difference is on how the entrepreneur deals

always ignore the downside, but I would let

entrepreneur is all about seizing the day -

with the meaning of it. 'Is my lifestyle work

go of the company." And he did, only to

regardless of the weather. "It's chaos and

and money and power or is my lifestyle fam-

take hold of another one last August.

change and that's where the opportunity

there," says Carey.

ily and subsistence and community?' I

Tracz took a similar path after Sept. I I

is," Tracz says. "But you have to act fast and

would imagine that most entrepreneurs feel

sealed his decision to sell Leapfrog. "In my 20s,

be creative, because the window won't be

these tensions."

I would have answered that question differ-

there long."+
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ap building a narrative for yourself," Cynthia Thompson urges her dance

As the story continues, Thompson's
dancers enter and exit the stage with fluid

students as they build lyrical movements to percussion rhythms. The

grace, each time portraying a different character with fresh exuberance or sorrow. Aside

stage, suddenly awash in a kaleidoscope of deep turquoise and magenta
hues, springs to life as bright, white light illuminates each face.

from their individual experiences, these characters hold a common thread: They are all
immigrants and refugees. While they were

Twelve performers effortlessly transform

a husband and wife, stands motionless, with

initially displaced in American culture, they

into character. They know these rhythms as

eyes downcast. His gaze wills away the burden

all have the same determination to build a

well as they know the rhythms of their own

of his wife's anger as she shakes, weeping in

new life in the Harrisonburg community.

hearts, which strike a powerful similarity to the

his grasp. Suddenly she breaks free, bursting

Some came for love, some ran from perse-

strong, staccato drumbeats guiding their steps.

into motion. Her rage comes to life, as under-

cution, but each began the journey to pursue

Focused as young girls, two dancers stage

neath the brightly colored garments she tire-

the promise of a better life.

a play fight and giggle as they sweep across the

lessly cuts her arms through the air as she

stage in each other's arms. Another couple,

searches for an escape from the grief.

A separate journey evolved for the 12
JMU dance majors who auditioned and won

roles in this performance. Their journey reaf-

go one step further and make this commu-

"We knew that we wanted to work With

firmed life and showcased the strengths of

nity the actual content of the project;' recalls

an artist who would help us design a project

diversity in this community.

Thompson. She and the dance faculty enlisted

that would be community oriented. Mark

A unique opportunity arose when the

guest choreographer Mark Taylor, whose

has vast experience in this, plus he has done

JMU dance program received a $10,000

work in contemporary dance has earned him

intercultural collaborations, so he was the

grant from Dance/USA - the national service

international recognition, for the project.

perfect artist to guide us through this process;'

organization for nonprofit professional

Taylor, artistic director of Dance Alloy

Thompson says.

and the National Endowment for

in Pittsburgh, boasts an extensive list of

Taylor's previous experience with

the Arts. Only one institution of higher learn-

achievements in the performing arts. He

Thompson and JMU dance students and

ing in each of the 50 states and Washington,

served as a member of Princeton University's

faculty members brought a comfortable air

D.C., receives this honor each year.

dance faculty for several years. He was also

of familiarity to the production. "Our first

Thompson drafted the grant around

a choreographer and teacher at the Bates

association with him was back in 1990. We

project requirements that called for com-

Dance Festival, the American Dance Festival

brought him and his New York company to

munity involvement in post-performance

and two international festivals in Estonia

perform and teach at the American College

discussions. "The dance faculty decided to

and Bulgaria.

Dance Festival we hosted that year. Since then

dance -

mation signifies whc,c wr\·e bccn and

whc'J\'

pm lt,1)· the ch,10tic
cncc of pKkmg up

,l

hfl' ,rnd putting it down

two cult u, cs ,md tw,, worlds.

ticcs .ihvc sustarns their cultur,1l idcnt1l)'.
From this pl.I) fol intc, ludc, the d.mccrs

d.mcc <111 intcrn,11 struggle b<:twccn body <111d
spirit Batist,1 whips quickli through ,m eight-

~ -- .

of human strength through adversity. "They
are reaffirming of the human race and what
we can go through and still survive;' she says
eyes stretched wide as she recalls details of

admiration for these new people in

extraordinary finish to her fourca:reer at JMU. "It really changes my

a very unique process."
Senior Keira Hart concurs, "It

could be bigger than ourselves?'
lose his balance for good. But he doesn't fall.
"We show the tragedy of how life treats us, but

also how people come out of these experiences
stronger and more powerful;' he explains.

colleague Kate Trammell directs the

"Taylor uses music to 'really tell the story;"
continues Batista, who plans to audition for
Taylor's Pittsburgh company, Dance Alloy,
after he graduates in 2003. It's a story these

extension of that commitment."
"In groups and as individuals, we
rience the same emotions at different tim

12 students treasure and admire, and a journey they won't soon forget. "I thought Mark

community since I992, a native Puerto

did an incredible job with integrating the
students into the process. They were invested
in this project from day one;' says Thompson.
Caughlin, who interviewed the Kurdish
refugee, found herself awestruck at the power

both worlds. His goals, though, are

THE PRESIDENT WAS THE LAST ONE
T Q BE C Q NVI NC ED. Ronald E. Carrier never really said he
was against changing Madison College's name to "university." • But, on the other hand, he never
really said he thought it was a particularly good idea either. • The name-change subject would
invariably come up in the mid-1970s at meetings of the president's cabinet -

Carrier's vice

presidents and a few other key administrators. • When the possibility of a name change
was mentioned, Carrier wouldn't

the school to seek university status. What

reply right away. He'd walk over to

these achievements added up to was that

the front of the smoke-filled con-

Madison was really a university, not a college,

ference room in Wilson Hall, take

and that its name ought to reflect that.

a drag on his cigarette, look out

Ray Sonner, Madison's vice president of

the window toward the Quad and

public affairs, was at the forefront of the

say, almost to himself, "Do we

movement to change the name. With his

really need to do that?"
Carrier wasn't convinced. And why

pipe adding to the conference room haze in those days, smokers were the rule rather

should he be? Things were going great

than the exception -

as "Madison College." It wasn't broken,

argument with facts.

so why fix it?

Sonner backed his

For example, Madison's enrollment in

In many ways, he was right. Madison

the mid-1970s was 25 percent greater than

was indeed doing just fine as a "college."

Old Dominion's and three times that of

Enrollment was nearing 7,500, and that

George Mason's when those two colleges

was almost double what it had been in

became universities.

1971 when Carrier became president.

A quarter century after the name

Nearly 6,000 students applied each

change, Sonner vividly remembers the

year for a spot in an entering class of

prime motivation for going after the "uni-

less than 1,500. SAT scores of entering

versity" designation: prestige. "There's no

students were on the increase. Madison

question that the name 'university' would

athletics teams were prospering; the men's

bring more prestige to the institution;' he

athletics programs were poised to move

says. "Teaching at a university sounded

to NCAA Division I.

more prestigious than teaching at a college."

While each of these achievements

As the person charged with presenting

reflected the college's success, they were

Madison's image to the public, Sonner

also the very reasons that most members

knew there was a lengthy list of other good

of Carrier's cabinet pushed relentlessly for

reasons for the name change: It would make

.\my

fi\taleCraduate>-" lt 'd be the
worst thing that could happen
rve seen this school go
through a Jot or changes, from

\ ' ingllnf!

u,ophomotf') : '"As Cnr a:- I
<·an tell . I h.1,·en'l S<-en any big
change:i. cn-epl for the signs.··

the school more attractive to high-quality

to it.

a place where you koew
everybody. to what it is oow.
Now yoodm'tlmow ii tbe p,y
next to yo., ls going 10 stea l

Junn«' Rro"n tjuniorl: '"I

don'I rC311)' think it's made

faculty members and students; enhance

chnn~es.

II sounds more

athletics scheduling; provide better job and

thrh:ua Tlmmf'rman
<st"nio,-1: "'I think it has a Jot

t:i:l~~i~~ ~:dl~il:J~~~r.
to do "'·ith prestige. They tend
to think more of the institution
and depa-rtmcnt you come
from,··

graduate school opportunities for alumni;

Jf'Mirer Jackson (fresh.
man ,: ·More guys wilt come

and increase opportunities for government

~\I'

Uob Blair f junJorJ : 1 can'I

see that it's changed in much
it sounds more

prestigiOOs.•·
Lanf!'Ue J>o-Ane\' i rresh~

PATSY EAKIN

the lingering perception many Virginians

manJ : "I'm a freshman so I
don't really know . Madison . .
Colle~ seems Jike just any
college. James Madison
CFemale Sentor) .. "I would
University sounds bigger and
prefer It didn't become one
better than Madison College.
until r graWate., because It's
Madison College that I've
attended for three years. 1
suppose it wauld be better ror
the school. though.

Patsy Eakin (Jtnior}: ·• ll

After weeks of cajoling and coaxing by

made

it

a

lot

better.

University slatus has changed
the wa)' outsiders look at the
school. The athletic program
and the quality or education
has improved.··
Rick
Bock es
ts opbomore f ; ''It's increased

Sonner and others, Carrier finally relented

possibih ties ror the student ·s
Jobs and oareers. I also feel
ifs increased the amount we
pa)' ...

- sort of. Carrier called on his staff to con-

u:ophomore >:

vince him: "OK," he said, "go out and prove
that Madison College really deserves a new
name." "I wanted to make sure the name
change was really warranted and that it

8011 81..Allt

except that

argued that it would also forever eliminate

all-women's teachers college.

-- ~

\\'PU I hnnf' Ml '"

and foundation grants. Sonner and others

still held of Madison College as being an

your stereo. t think it's going
in the wrong directioo."

Barbara

Gref!'r

"I

think

=O:,.e aisbi=i~fa!.i\~.~
£:5~:ena::!; place with a
Scott Bffl&el CstolorJ and
\VaJtu Wilson Ill (junior) :
" The laundry service is

ina dequate , lhe 0 -Hall is
ovem-owded. and lhe qualily

~~~;
change.""

:~im~ov:~~

Kellb Colonna {Jaaior>"University sounds better."

TRAVIS Win'
Travis Wiu hoi:nlorJ : Ifs
more of a prestige type thing.
the nam,· change.. The school
h:Js benei11ted as far as ha\1ing
more moct(•t coming in. It's
still Madison College to me,
though .""

Jeannie Twtn (Ja.ntor)-"l'm

very much opposed. I'm a
returnee and l"ve noticed a big
difference in just a year-and~
a-half. It's so much more
confused now."
Debbie
Johnston
lsot,Mmo,.J-"'lt"d have to
expand, and there's no plaoe
to expand to. It's meant to be

Jane Brlgp (J w,ior)-"l don't

lllle IL I think It's -Ing too
lasL They're not taking care
ol it.. or what It wu:•
Laura

Kipp

<Senlor)-" 1

would have no objections, but
they have a housing problem
now. Utheycooldlakecareol
tbal . . ...

s«ve Wagner (Sopbom.ore>" llite It being small It would
certainly change its image,

and I'm not sure whether that
would be good or not. l"d like
to keep it a college."

a smaller schoot ..

Clyde Findley CSerdor )-" l
lllle iL I thlnlt it wW uJ)lnlde

the educ:atk>nal quality."

45

wasn't just a product of our public relaBy the time classes began in the fall of

alumni. The survey simply asked if Madi-

Just prior to the opening of the 1976-

1976, the bandwagon for the name change

son College should be renamed with the

77 school year, the first step in the process

was going at breakneck speed. In its first

new name using the word "university."

tions program;' Carrier recalled recently.
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of convincing the president was taken at a

issue for the school year, The Breeze carried

Those who answered yes to the first ques-

s

meeting of academic department heads.

an editorial titled "Madison University: we're

tion were asked to choose between "James

M
M
E

Carrier asked them what they thought

already there." The Breeze editorial made it

Madison University" and "Madison Uni-

about Madison's becoming a "university."

very clear that students felt Madison should

versity" or to write in another choice.

u
R

2

Finding any issue at any time anywhere

be a university. The editorial included a state-

with which any faculty would unanimously

ment that would soon be true: "Welcome the

even

agree is virtually unheard of, yet the response

Class of 1980 to James Madison University."

proponents. There had been some anxiety

was about as close as you could come to

Sonner and his staff knew that it would

that a sizeable number of older alumni might

unanimity: There was no real opposition.

take more than an editorial in the student

chafe at renaming their school. Not so, as 88

The only question raised at the meeting

newspaper to totally sway Carrier and the

percent of the alumni voting - the highest

was the appropriateness of having a university

group that would ultimately have to request

percentage of any group -

with no doctoral programs. Sonner's staff,

a name change, the Madison College Board

name change. Even the class of 1914 weighed

however, had already thoroughly researched

of Visitors.

in favorably, with both of that year's gradu-

The results of the balloting surprised
the

most ardent

name-change

supported the

that question, and he quickly pointed out

During September, Sonner's Division

that a huge number of universities did not

of Public Affairs polled the student body,

The returns were overwhelming in each

offer doctoral programs.

faculty, staff and a 25 percent sampling of

group: 87 percent of the students, 86 percent

ates voting in support of the name change.

0
0
2

of the staff and 83 percent of the faculty

newspapers around the state, resulting in

endorsed becoming a university. The name

several supportive editorials. A copy was

"James Madison University" was favored by

even placed on the desk of each m ember of

a 4-to-l margin over "Madison University."

the General Assembly when the legislature
convened in January 1977.

With that type of support, the board of
visitors moved swiftly and, at its October

Two local legislators, state Sen. Nathan

meeting, asked the Virginia General Assembly

Miller of Bridgewater and Del. Bonnie Paul

to change Madison College's name to James

of Harrisonburg introduced the legislation

Madison University. (In Virginia, and in all

in their respective chambers. Dozens of other

but two other states, no formal criteria or

legislators agreed to co-sponsor the legislation.

procedure existed for a public college to

Carrier and Sonner lobbied for passage

become a university. The only requirement

of the bill, but their efforts were probably

was action by the state legislature.)

unnecessary. The General Assembly action

No one really anticipated any difficulty in

was almost anticlimactic. The bill passed

winning approval from the legislature, but

unanimously after sailing through both the

Ray Sonner didn't want to take any chances.

House and the Senate without opposition.

A political firestorm had erupted in Mary-

The next step was the third floor of the

land when Towson State College wanted to

State Capitol. On March 22, 1977, Gov. Mills

become a university, and talk of Mary

Godwin Jr. -

Washington College changing its name had

elementary childhood education grad uate

created a furor among that school's alumni.

Katherine Thomas Beale Godwin ('37) -

husband of Madison early

Sonner expected that Madison's name

signed the legislation creating James Madi-

change would sail through the legislature.

son University, six days into the institu-

But that wasn't enough. He wanted a unani-

tion's 70th year of existence.

mous vote.

Carrier, Sonner, several board of visitors

The major tool used by Madison College

members, student leaders, legislators and one

in presenting its name-change argument was

very special guest - Althea Loose Johnston,

a no-frills, 16-page booklet titled The Case

a member of the first faculty when Madison

for James Madison University. Produced with

opened in 1909- attended the bill-signing

private funds to avoid criticism of using

ceremony. (Johnston Hall is named for Mrs.

public funds for a lobbying purpose, the

Johnston and her husband, James C. Johnston,

booklet outlined all the reasons for changing

also a Madison faculty member.)

Madison's name, countered any potential

On the evening of June 30, the JMU

arguments against the name change and

Women's Club threw a big party in Chandler

listed a number of governmental and civic

Hall to celebrate the new name. At midnight

groups that had endorsed the change.

-

the exact time of the name change -

Copies of the booklet were sent to edu-

they poured champagne and cut a huge cake

cation writers and editorial page editors at

bearing the name "James Madison University:'

By July 1, 1977, much had changed on
campus and in Harrisonburg as well. New
signs bearing the name "James Madison
University" were in place at campus entrances.
Departments had stocked up on new James
Madison University stationery even though
faculty and staff members had promised with their fingers crossed, no doubt -

not

to use any of the new stationery until the
old "Madison College" supply was exhausted.
Everyone seemed to magically run out of
"Madison College" materials on July 1.
There were other names that changed on
July 1. The College Market on Port Republic
Road became University Market, College
Motors became University Motors, the Warren Campus Center became the University
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the special section, with its main story, "James
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Madison University Is Born," were printed
and mailed to JMU alumni and donors.
Twenty-five years later, Carrier and
Sonner are in complete agreement that the
name change was much more than cosmetic.
"We wouldn't have the multipurpose institution that we have today if we hadn't added
the university designation;' Sonner says.
Carrier was even more adamant: "Once
the change was made, it allowed us to move
up in programs that put us on a par with
other universities. It wasn't.just a title. We
had truly arrived." +

With Ronald Carrier at his side, Gov. Mills Godwin makes it official. On the scene are the
board of visitors (with special guest Althea Loose Johnston). Ray Sonner (middle left) was
one of the principal players espousing the benefits and prestige of the change to a university. A homecoming float says it all.
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As a junior at JMU in
1977, Jane Briggs Ford
('78) did not like the idea
of her Madison College
becoming a university. "I
don't like it," she said
decisively when asked
about it by a Breeze reporter. "I think it's growing too fast." After
25 years however, "I have a more positive
opinion;' the sociology and social work graduate says. "In the long run, it has given a good
school well-deserved recognition." Ford, who
admits she was "within a heartbeat of going
to William and Mary to study history," says
the university status is a "benefit to those
who've been there." Looking back, she says,
"I thought [Madison College] was a great
place. I wish I could go back and do it again,
because it was so much fun." She adds:
"Some of the best friends I have, I have
because of JMU."
Presumably, that includes husband, John
Robert Ford ('79M), whom she met while
he was a graduate student in music education and a graduate assistant to the band
director. Today Ford is a manager for information technology at Sallie Mae. The Fords
live in Round Hill, Va.
Laura Kipp ('78), a

business administration

"I would have no objections, but they have
a housing problem. If they could take care
of that ... " she told The Breeze. Kipp was a
member of the swing class, whose members
had the option of choosing whether their
diplomas would read Madison College or
James Madison University. 'Tm glad they
gave us a choice. I love Madison College;' she
says. "It's still my Madison." Although Kipp,
today a management analyst with the U.S.
Department of Education, chose the Madison College diploma and went on to earn a
graduate degree from George Washington
University, she holds a sentimental attachment to her alma mater.
"I still keep in touch with my two roommates;' she says, as she remembers living in
Chandler Hall, which was the university's first
coeducational residence hall. It was, she says,
"more well-behaved than the regular dorms:'
Much of her college memorabilia, however, Kipp lost to insects. "Bugs ate up all my
college yearbooks. I had to throw them out.
I just felt like I was throwing my life away."
But her memories are still intact: She recalls
water balloon fights between dorms and streakers. "I . .. remember walking between buildings thinking, Will I ever get out of here?"
Twenty-five years later, though, she has
plenty of memories and a new alumni ring.
While in school, she couldn't afford the sap' dn't get

one. Years later, however, she jumped at the
chance to buy an alumni ring: "James Madison University;' it reads in small print. "I even
wore it today."
In 1977, friends Scott
Beistel ('79) and Walter
Wilson III ('79) weren't
sure about the name
change. At the time, they
had more immediate
concerns: "Laundry service is inadequate," they
chorused in The Breeze. "D-Hall is overcrowded, and the quality of food has not
improved in conjunction with the name
change:' Twenty-five years later, however, 'Tm
in favor of it now," Beistel says. "It really
helped put Madison on the map."
Living in the Northern Virginia area,
Beistel, a graduate of the fine arts program
in design, is a computer graphics specialist
for the U.S. government and still keeps in
touch with Wilson, an attorney with Stewart Title Guaranty in Richmond.
Wilson, a former
political science major,
spends a lot of time going
up and down 1-81 and
has watched the transformation of the college
to a major university. "I
didn't realize it at the
time, but to be known as a university is so
important. It is more than just a name. It
gives us status.. .. Now they have programs
that weren't even dreamed about then."

their respective athletics fields. "When I was
there," he says, "I was involved in everything
- basketball, football, women's rugby,
intramurals." Whenever there was an event,
Wilson was there. Today, living in the Richmond area, he gets to games as often as he
can. And maybe, he adds, "I guess I should
go back and check out D-Hall. When we
had steak night, that was a big deal. Now I
believe they have 18 choices."
John McLaren ('77) was a senior when
Madison College became James Madison
University. At the time he told The Breeze,
"It's a good idea, but it won't make any difference to me. My diploma's still going to
read Madison College." With his degree in
business administration, John, with two
other men, owns an investment bank in the
Boston area. ''I'll be very honest;' he says of
the university today. Madison College versus
JMU - it's all the same place. People don't
know Madison College!' Although he's only
been back to the campus once in the past
10 years, he still remembers what drew him
to JMU in the first place. ''Are you kidding?
... Three girls to every guy. Great odds!'
Patsy Eakin Williams ('78) remembers
clearly when Madison College became a university. "I was in summer school during the
change, and there was a big party. I was
there;' she says. It was a
change that Williams
favored from the very
beginning. When interviewed by The Breeze,
she said the new name
"made it a lot better.
University status has

changed the way outsiders look at the
school. The athletics program and the
quality of education have improved:' And
according to Williams, the improvement
has continued. "It has become incredibly well
known. I am very proud of saying I graduated from JMU;' she says today. "JMU is
constantly changing, constantly improving,
keeping up with the times. It makes my
degree more valuable. It means something
to have gone to JMU." Williams, an
accountant with Carillion, lives in Roanoke
with her two children and her husband,
Mike ('79), who, like his wife, is an accountant and a former Duke.
Roger Wells ('77)
was The Breeze editor
when Madison College
became James Madison
University. "It was," he
recalls, "a very creative
time at JMU." Even
though The Breeze traditionally had an appropriately skeptical
attitude about many issues, he says, "this was
the first time The Breeze had endorsed Dr.
Carrier's vision .. .. It was so clearly the right
thing to do. For all intents and purposes,
Madison College was a university."
Wells, who is an investor, president of JRL
Inc. and manages a private charitable organization, splits his time between his Oak Hill
Farms in Botetourt County, Va., and Texas.
However, he has found time to return to
the campus. After graduating in 1977 with
a B.S. in communication arts and a stint with
the Roanoke Times, he taught journalism at
JMU for a year. Later he lived in Wales and

did postgraduate work at Oxford. "Last
November;' he says, "I walked through the
campus. It was astonishing the memories it
evoked. It was as if I could remember the
turns in the woodwork of Wilson Hall, the
feel of the pavement on campus. It's hard to
believe;' he adds, "that the current students
weren't even born when the change came."
In 1977, Dwayne
Yancey ('79), then an
editorial writer for The
Breeze, brought a distinctly historical perspective to the university's name change. In
a series of articles, Yancey described how the school's eponym, Mr.
Madison, might have reacted had he visited
the campus. "U.Va. always called on the
ghost of Mr. Jefferson;' Yancey remembers
today from his desk at The Roanoke Times,
where he is assistant managing editor.
"Let's have some fun and invoke the ghost of
James Madison."
And indeed, a presidential review might
have been appropriate for a change that
would signal an ascent toward a national
reputation. "It was;' Yancey remembers, "a
time of great expectation . .. it was growing
... buildings were sprouting up everywhere.
It was a time of change - enrollment, programs, buildings, parking problems. The
name change helped confirm and move [the
school] to a different ranking." It reflected an
attitude present and a metamorphosis in progress. "It was a rite of passage," he says. "It's
hard to imagine the name not being changed:'
Story by Martha Graham
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Madison Cup 2001 participants (front row 1-r): Denny Petrella,
Michael Murray, Terry Warren, Kin Headley, Nick Good and
Jerry Lopynski. (Back row, 1-r): Steve Dale, Joe Donate/la, Paul
Wanko, Sam Carey, Mark Alexander and Doug Grove.
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Winners of
the 2001 Madison Cup were
Denny Petrella ('83),
Joe Donatella ('95),
Paul Wanko ('98) and
Mark Alexander filling in
for Jason Bagby ('96).
The foursome has the
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Up their team's names

The Madison
,
are engraved on the
Cup is not an heir~ 1~ . •
. , /:;
crystal and granite
loom demitasse from
if> \"
~ Madison Cup t:ophy
James and Dolley's
"7, ' \ ~
·(5 . on permanent d1spla~
Montpelier. This cup is
~
~ m the Leeolou Alumm
all about golf, and it's all
~ :9- -- ~
Center. The Madison Cup
about "bragging rights;' says
trophy ~as purchase~ by the
Josh Pringle ('95), president of
Metro WashmgtonA!umm ChapJMU's Metro Washington Alumni Chapter.
ter as a gift to the university.
Pringle coordinated JMU's first Madison
Alumni golf teams qualify to participate
Cup golf tournament last fall.
in the Madison Cup by winning or finishing
"The idea of ~rowning a university golf
second in tournaments sponsored by alumni
champion had been bantered about for a few
chapters, the alumni association or the Duke
years;' says Pringle, "but it never got off the
Club. These tournaments, called the Madison
ground. I discussed the idea with Justin
Masters, include the Fredericksburg, Richmond, Tidewater, Metro Washington, Duke
Thompson, [director of alumni relations J,
and the Madison Cup was born. Just imagine
Club and homecoming tournaments.
coming back to JMU in 20 years and showThe Madison Masters tournaments take
place in late spring and early summer. Pringle
ing your kids or grandchildren the Madison
Cup with your name engraved as university
keeps track of the winners and runners-up
and sends invitations to each team to play in
golf champion."
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In the winter 2002
issue of Montpelier, the
staff challenged Dukes
to top the "Madison

Matrimony" of Brenda
Boettler ('97) and Mike
Beitzel ('97), who celebrated their nuptials
with 28 Dukes.
There is definitely
a lot of shared m atrimonial bliss going on
for JMU alumni.
Ana Calderon ('93)
and Matt Young ('93)
take the cake, as 75
Dukes (including 28
Sigma Pi's) witnessed their Madison nuptials on July 15, 2000. "As we asked our
reception guests to come pose for a Madison
alumni photo, a hush fell over the crowd;'

1

the Madison Cup in the fall. The 2002 Madison Cup will be played Sept. 21 at the Westfields Golf Club in Clifton, Va. "We're still
looking for a sponsor/advertiser for the
2002 Madison Cup," says Pringle. "We
would like to have only one sponsor for the
event, but we are willing to discuss opportunities with anyone."
The winning Madison Cup team is determined by an 18-hole team scramble format.
Each player hits the ball from each tee. The
team then determines which of the four
shots is the best for that hole. All four players
then play from that "best ball;' and each shot
is played the same way.
"Most of the Madison Masters events support an effort that the group is championing;'
says Pringle. "The Metro Washington Alumni
Chapter's tournament supports our scholarship fund ... . Ideally we'd love to have every
chapter sponsor a tournament, but not every
group has the size or resources to do that.
Anyone [alumni, parents, friends of JMU]
is invited to enter an existing tournament.
Just being involved and supporting JMU is
what it's all about."
To set up a tournament for the Madison
Masters, contact JMU's Tracey Kellogg ('98M)
at (540) 568-3592. Learn more about the
Madison Cup at www.jmu.edu/alumni/golf,
or contact Josh Pringle ('95) at MetroDukes
Chpt@alumni.jmu.edu.

- Michelle Hite ('88)

says Ana Young. "Half our wedding guests
ended up in the photo!' Ana and Todd did
not know each other as students at JMU, but
they met three years after graduation
through a mutual friend, Corey McIntyre
('93). The Youngs live in Fairfax, where Todd
works for the FBI and Ana is a Reading
Recovery program teacher and reading specialist for Fairfax County public schools.
Other alumni wedding ceremonies full
of Dukes included Suzette Sellers ('82) and
Kris Negaard ('83), who celebrated June 23,
1984, with 60 Dukes. More than 50 Dukes
attended the weddings of Jamie Jones ('99)
and Tim Miller ('96/'00M) in September
2000 and Ali Duni ('96) and Capt. Paul
Trotter ('98) in September 1997.

Sports Illustrated for Women
shows off three Dukes
JMU's all-time
leading scorer
in women's basketball, Holly
Rillinger ('97),
and two former
lacrosse players,
Amy Brew ('OO)
and Charlotte
Graham ('01),
were featured in
the May/June 2002 issue of Sports Illustrated
for Women.
Rillinger's relatively short stature for a
hoopster (5 feet, 5 inches) is spoofed as an
"obstacle" in the magazine's regular column, "What's My Sport?" A photo of the
muscular, ab-packed Rillinger stands by
the headline, as writer Kimberly Collins
asks readers to guess her sport. "I do a lot
of abdominal work because abs affect balance, quickness and center of gravity," Rillinger says. "I try to do 150 to 200 crunches
three times a week."
The dedication of this Waynesboro native
has paid off. She was recruited by the Atlanta
Moose, a men's league team in the Global
Basketball Alliance. In 1998-99 Rillinger
competed in professional women's basketball leagues in New Zealand and Germany,
but her dream is to get picked up by a
WNBA team.
Brew and Graham, members of JMU's
2000 NCAA semifinalist lacrosse team, are
featured in the article, "Life Without Lacrosse
is not an Option." Writer Susan Orenstein
interviewed former college lacrosse players
who have continued to play for an amateur
team, because there are not any professional
women's lacrosse leagues or Olympic events.
Brew and Graham both play for Baltimore's
Team Toyota, which was formed because former college players "can't stand not playing."
Brew, who has played lacrosse since fifth
grade, says, that it was "odd" to not be playing and that she missed her college teammates. Team Toyota is much like a homegrown league, but, Brew admits, "playing
outside the spotlight brings you back to
what you love about the sport."

Saturday, Oct. 26 from

10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

refreshments and a jazz trio after the game
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East of 1-81)

BELIEVE IT OR
NOT, JMU STILL
NEEDS CHAIRS

A lecture hall in the Integrated Science and Technology building

JMU has many adequate campus facilities. But brick and mortar
aren't everything. To recruit, develop and retain professors of the
highest caliber, JMU needs endowed chairs. To date, JMU has none.
Funding an endowed faculty chair at the most basic level takes
$1 million.
Endowed chairs will give JMU the edge it needs to attract top scholars and permanently sustain the quality of a JMU education. As the
university nears its centennial celebration in 2008, please help make
JMU's second century even more exciting than the first.
For more information about establishing endowed chairs at JMU,
please contact Kathy Stafford, vice president for university advancement,
by calling (800) 296-6162 or e-mailing staffokl@jmu.edu.

there just seems to be a cultural fit among
JMU grads and AMS," says Bonvouloir.
"They tend to do well here."
AMS is a largely "untitled" company with
the exception of the senior staff. Fortyseven of the principals at AMS are JMU
graduates. The top 5 percent of the company
comprises senior principals, and 17 of these
senior principals are JMU alumni. The top
2 percent of the company are vice presidents ( the equivalent to a partner elsewhere). There is one vice president who is a
JMU alumnus.
"Even among the senior people who didn't
go to Madison, there is a general positive
buzz about JMU grads;' Bonvouloir says.
The AMS-JMU alumni group held its first
kickoff event in the summer of 1998 - a
happy hour that drew 87 alumni. They also
met with the dean and faculty members of
i the College of Business, held a fund-raiser
ing work for three main industry groups
for JMU and created an e-mail newsletter to
- new media and communications, which I keep alumni updated on events.
Many JMU alumni have worked together
includes telecommunications and every- !
thing from movie companies to cable corat AMS locations all over the world. Bonporations; financial services, which includes
vouloir has worked with JMU grads across
banks and insurance companies; and gov- ! the United States and in Australia. "We travel
a lot, and a lot of the work is self-directed,
ernment agencies.
so the cultural fit is really important;' she
David A. Meredith ('93) is senior principal of new media and communications for 1 says. "You have to be self-motivated and
AMS. He and Susie Rowlands Bonvouloir
know how to work in teams because every('83) approached the company's human
thing is collaborative. JMU people tend to
be go-getters who are pragmatic and work
resources department for a list of JMU alumni and conducted a survey to see if AMS
well in groups. They are sharp, but the balemployees wanted to form an AMS alumni
ance is that the JMU culture is also a young,
laid-back culture."
group. Meredith uses a spreadsheet to track
E-mail montpelier@jmu.edu and let the
information on this group, information such
magazine know if your workplace is peopled
as college majors and work locations.
with JMU alumni. JMU parents count too.
''I've done some recruiting a couple of
- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)
times a year at JMU through job fairs, and

American Management Systems
It might seem obvious that there would
be a JMU connection at American Management Systems in Fairfax. Seventeen of AMS'
senior principals are JMU alumni. However,
AMS doesn't hire people to work for their
company just because they share the same
college fight song. JMU grads simply tend to
do well at AMS.
Of 8,700 employees, more than 200 are
James Madison alumni. About 170 of those
employees work in the D.C.-Metro area,
where AMS is about 4,000 strong. Headquarters are in Fairfax, and there are offices
throughout Northern Virginia and in
Tidewater and Norfolk. There is also a
small office in Richmond, and there are 57
offices worldwide.
AMS was founded in 1970 as a consulting firm and today continues to do consult-

Welcome to the

Alumni Assaa:iatian
Mr. and Ms. Madison 2002, Noah
Marlier and Kristen
Lazenby, address
hundreds of seniors
who gathered April
22, the first day of Senior Week, for the annual
JMU Alumni Association induction ceremony. Seniors lit candles from one source to
demonstrate their unity and new connection
to the alumni association. Alumni Relations
Director Justin Thompson says, "This is our
way of saying congratulations and welcome
to the alumni association."

The Office of Alumni Relations is hosting
an interactive Class of 2002 Web page
<www.jmu.edu/alumni/'02> where recent
graduates can begin a connection to the alumni
association. Thompson says, "Through the
Web site, we hope that recent graduates will
do four things to initiate involvement in the
JMU alumni family: update their address, get
involved in a local alumni chapter or club,
subscribe to the alumni e-mail newsletter and
register for a free e-mail forwarding account:'
Everyone who visits the Web site and
completes all four steps will be entered in a
drawing for a new iBook G3/500 laptop courtesy of Apple Computer Inc. and the JMU
Alumni Association. All four steps must be
completed by Sept. 1, 2002, to be eligible for
, the contest, so visit the site today.

In an effort to welcome the Class of 2002 into
alumni chapters, a number of "recent grad"
events are planned in the Metro Washington, Richmond, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Triangle, N.C., New
York City and Tidewater chapters. (Above) Nearly
300 alumni attended the Metro Washington Alumni
Chapter's "Recent Grad Party" at the Clarendon
Ballroom. Front row (1-r): Lisa Dudzinkski ('02),
Tara Woodward ('OJ), J. T. Carhart ('99). Back
row (1-r): Andy Erdmann ('99), Denna Vetter
('02), Michael Haley ('99), Jon Kozlow ('99) and
Chris Marchant ('99).
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19 78

To submit a class note for publication in
Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission form and instructions on Page 59.

Mary Elizabeth Stornetta Gale earned a master's
in textiles, fashion merchandising, and design from
the University of Rhode Island.

1954
Rhea Greene Carter and Henry visited New
Zealand and Australia in February. June Tunison
Gans and George will join the couple in October
for two weeks in Italy.

19B7
Arthur J. Hullett III and Catherine Ford Hullett
{'77) have two children in college. Jay is a senior
at Radford University, and Stacy is a sophomore
at Longwood College.

1970
Diana Pound Hackett retired from Fairfax County
Public Schools after 31 years of service.

19 71
Meda Lane of Richmond was appointed
to the JMU Alumni Association Board
of Directors. She is an accountant and
owner of Lane Associates, PC.
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Sylvia Ross Pitzer earned a master's of education
and human development with an endorsement in
elementary and secondary administration from
George Washington University in 2001. She also
became a grandmother.

1972
Olin L Hoover retired in October. He enjoys spending time with his grandchildren, Ty and Carrie. He
also enjoys fishing, hunting and traveling the western United States with Donna.

1973
Lynda Neff Thompson is chair of the Charles P.
Jones Memorial Library expansion project and
was named volunteer of the year by the Alleghany
Highlands Chamber of Commerce.
Phillip W. Updike was inducted into the RE/MAX
Hall of Fame in February in Orlando, Fla. Phillip
is co-owner of RE/MAX Performance Realty
in Harrisonburg.

1974
Luanne Ervin Todd received the SIM Leadership
Award from the University of Kansas Center for
Research on Learning.

1975
Stanley Gray is the chief financial officer of Virginia
Business Planning & Investments in Harrisonburg.

1978
Eric Broyles is the chief financial officer for P.C.
Safe Devices, Inc.
Jay G. Demeter is a wealth management specialist and branch manager for Legg Mason Inc. in
Virginia Beach. His son, Ricky, is a sophomore
atJMU.

19 80
Capital One Financial Corp. promoted
Mary Jane Bolling to director of information risk management in Richmond.
She is responsible for information
security and business continuity. Bolling joined
Capital One in 1994 and previously served as chief
information security officer.
Kenneth G. Farah is region business director for
McNeil Specialty Pharmaceuticals. He and Leslie
have been married for 20 years and live in Dallas
with their two children.
Timothy R. Patton is a hospice chaplain for Genesis
Hospice and Palliative Care in Zanesville, Ohio.

19 81
Thomas Alvin Dodson earned a doctorate in
counseling and counselor education from UNC
at Greensboro.

1982
Nancy Cohen is a freelance photographer and
works for stock photo agencies, PhotoDisc and
GraphiStock. She and Mark went on a two week
surf trip/commercial photo shoot in Mexico.
Anita Griffith Fie! teaches at Pennsylvania
Virtual Charter School, in Pittsburgh.
Mark O'Dell is a developer of luxury vacation
homes in the mountain resort town of Telluride,
Colo. He and Allison have a son, Collin Leathers, 1.

1983
Judy Baumgardner is athletics director for the
Susquehanna Township School District in Harrisburg, Pa.
Michael R. Blevins is senior vice president, manager of wholesale funding at BB&T in WinstonSalem, N.C. He and Margaret have two children,
Trent, 9 and Kiely Anne, 5.
Kevin Gill is senior vice president of the commercial lending department at Bank of The James
in Lynchburg.

1984
Sandy Pagnotti was honored by The
Daily Record, a Maryland newspaper, as
one of the state's Top 100 Women. The
program honors women who have
achieved professional success and contributed personally to their communities. Pagnotti is vice
president of event management for P.W. Feats
Inc., a marketing and destination management
firm specializing in live events. She has served on
boards of the Susan G. Ko men Race for the Cure,
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Roads to Recovery
and the Hannah More School. She has volunteered for the Epilepsy Association of Maryland,
Sacred Heart School and Meals on Wheels.
"Sandy is a positive role model for our entire
staff as well many of our clients. It's an honor to
work with her;' says Paul Wolman, president and
CEO of P.W. Feats.

John Holt received honorable mention in USA
Today's All-USA teacher team. In February 2002,
he was named English Teacher of the Year by the
Middle States Regional Assembly of the College
Board. Holt teaches English at Westminster High
School in Westminster, Md.
Cally Williams Kawachi and husband, Satoshi,
are missionaries with Mission to the World. Cally
is a stay-at-home mom to twins, Sophiah and
Suzanna, and she volunteers as an ESL teacher.
She enjoys getting together with )MU buddies
and her family moved to Virginia in June.

1985
Charles E. Bono is an associate with AFLAC. He
and Judy live in Franktown with children
Gabriel, 4, Hannah, 2, and Brett, 6 mos.
John Noftsinger, associate vice president for academic affairs at JMU, was elected vice president
of the National Association for Consortium
Leadership and vice chair of the Virginia Technologies Alliance. In March, he was reappointed by
the governor to the Virginia Research and Technology Advisory Commission.
Rita Adams Smith is a stay-at-home mom to
Audrey, 11, Mary, 9, Peter, 7, Arthur, 3, and Rusty,
born Nov. 21.

1987
James A. Harvey is a lieutenant with the Loudoun
County Fire and Rescue agency. He and Joan
Kovalchick {'86) live in Leesburg with children
Matt, 11, Thomas, 9 and Emily, 2.
Allen Webb serves on the Northumberland (Va.) County Planning Commission
and has been elected vice-chairman of
the Northumberland County Republican
Committee. He says he "enjoys serving the public because he can help bring more jobs to the
region;' which relies mainly on farming and fishing. Last fall, Webb ran as a Republican candidate
for the 99th seat of the Virginia House of Delegates
to represent the Northern Neck region. He lost
his first bid for election to incumbent Albert Pollard, but Webb still has a full plate. He owns his
own firm, Webb Consulting Group, which specializes in helping businesses that contract with
the federal government. He and wife, Denice, live
in Falls Church with their four children.

1988
Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer {'95M), who
resigned as coach of the JMU wrestling
team in April, holds the JMU records
for most wins as a student ( 125) and
coach (112). Bowyer is a member of the )MU
Sports Hall of Fame, and during his tenure as
coach, 21 of his wrestlers made a total of 29
appearances in the NCAA Championships. As a
student, Bowyer won two Eastern Regional
Championships and advanced to the NCCA
Championships three times.
Katherine "Kathy" Burge is a disaster specialist
with the American Red Cross in Seattle.
Heather Comp Fagan and Peter live in Inocarmack, Ill., with twin daughters, Samantha and

Jessica, 18 mos. Peter is operations manager for
Man Steel-Chicago.

Roger works in the archeology laboratories at
Wake Forest.

Shelly L. Allen Hartley teaches second grade in
Hanover County public schools. She and Owen
live in Mechanicsville with daughters, Hailey, 10,
and Kirbey, 7.

Christine Storch McCloy home schools her children, Crisann, 6, Colton, 4, Spencer, 4, and Aidan, 1.

Kelly DuVall Miletich is owner of Miletich Consultants. She and Dean have two children, Anastasia, 4, and Ethan, 2.
Michelle Nicks Rivera is administrative director
of admission services and medical record services
for Baptist Health System in San Antonio, Texas.
Lisa Rayman Schiller is president of Schiller
Communications. Robert is manager of budget
and finance for the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra. The couple lives in Crofton, Md., with
their three daughters.

Cyndi Wtlson Young is founder of Young Consulting LLC. She and Dean live in Richmond.

1989
John Kenneth Cauthen Jr. and Wendy teach at
Salem High School in Virginia Beach. They live
in Virginia Beach with son, John Kenneth III,
born December 7.
Scott Chamberlain is chief financial officer for
Fuego. He and Shelly live in Dallas with their
children, Matthew and Lauren.
Afshin Farashahi works at Glasser and Glasser
in Norfolk. He and Mary live in Virginia Beach
with daughter Nadia Brogan, I.
John Robert McCabe Jr. is senior vice president, northeastern sales at Studios USA Domestic Television.
Jacqueline Martin McCue is human resources
director for a school system in Vermont. She and
Gene moved from Florida to Vermont with sons,
Patrick and Liam.

1990
Nick Galt and his wife, Barbara, live in Tualatin,
Ore., with son, Andrew William, 3/24/02. Nick
works as western region decision support manager for Universal Health Services.
David A. McBride earned a national board certification as an English language arts teacher. He
has taught for 12 years in Arlington, where he
lives with his wife and two children.
Sandra Davis Mick is principal/creative director
of Davis Mick Design. She and Gregory live in
Lynchburg with twins, Lauren and Chad, I.
Jennifer L. Taylor is a rehabilitation counselor at
a 28-day, in-patient substance abuse facility for
Lutheran Social Services.
Cecil "Joe"T. Thompson is a counselor at Springbrook High School. He and Kristy live in Silver
Spring, Md., with daughter Kara.
Jay Weaver is an area finance manager for Kraft
Foods. He and Michelle Muscarella Weaver ('89)
live in Atlanta, Ga.

1991
Roger Kirchen earned a master's in anthropology from Wake Forest University in December.

Justine Higgins Thompson is national sales
manager for the Ritz-Carlton Hotels of Boston.
She and Kane ('92) have a daughter, Julia Frances.

1992
John Cornell is director of publications for
the Princeton University Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Alan Heffner returned from Afghanistan where
he was deployed as an emergency physician with
the U.S. Marines.
Chris Nelson received the 2001 National Journalism Award for his sonicnet.com investigation
into the riots at Woodstock '99. He is a free-lance
writer and has been published in RollingStone
and the Chicago Tribune.
David Noon earned a doctorate in American
studies from the University of Minnesota and is
an assistant professor of U.S. history at the University of Alaska-Southeast.
David Ryan Schleck is the "Road Guy" columnist for the Daily Press in Newport News.
Robbie Whitehead was awarded the 2001 Sales
Manager of the Year Award in Business Travel
by Wyndham International. He is associate director of business travel sales for Wyndham
Roanoke Airport.

19 93
Claire Polizzi Briggs is a communications specialist with IBM. She and Tony live in Brookline, Mass.
Julie Contos earned an M.B.A. in marketing and
strategy from the Yale School of Management.
She is marketing director of A.J. Dwoskin &
Associates in Northern Virginia.
Mike Fansler is associate director of bands and
director of the marching band at Western Illinois
University.
Kristine Hee ran in the 26th Marine Corps
Marathon in October to raise money for AIDS.
David Craig Hopp, Ph.D., is a senior research
scientist for Albany Molecular Research Inc. in
Bothwell, Wash.
Katherine "Stuart" Bane Oliver is special events
coordinator for a family owned business, Loch
Haven Lake, in Roanoke, and a stay-at-home
mom to daughter, Tessa Elisabeth, I.

1994
Stacy Harrell Bergeron is a first grade teacher in
Newport News.
Michele Kielty Briggs earned a doctorate in
counseling and counselor education from UNC
at Greensboro in December.
Ginjer Clarke's third book, Wild Dads!, a
fact-filled picture book, is being published
by Random House. Her two previous books,
Baby Alligator and Sharks!, are beginning readers from the Penguin Putnam All Aboard
Reading Program. She and Jay ('92) live
in Richmond.

JfflU FAfflllY EODDEOS TO
WE WERE SOLDIERS
Three years
ago, director Randall
Wallace,
best known
for the epic
blockbuster
Braveheart,
approached Barbara Johns ('87P) with a
movie script idea. His film, We Were
Soldiers, is based on General Hal Moore
and Joe Galloway's book, We Were
Soldiers Once and Young, which chronicles the ambush of the 1st Battalion of
the 7th Calvary in Vietnam's Ia Orang
Valley. As a contributing author of the
book, Barbara Johns had written a personal account of her correspondence
with her husband, Lt. Jack Geoghegan,
up until his death in the famed battle.
"Randy was just taken with my mom's
story," says daughter, Camille Olson ('87).
Olson was just a baby when Lt. Geoghegan
left for Vietnam, and she sees the film as
a way to connect with her father. "I really
wanted to learn more about my dad, and
this experience has helped me so much."
Mother and daughter traveled to Fort
Benning, Ga., to meet the actors and consult on the movie set. Chris Klein portrays Geoghegan, and Keri Russell of television's Felicity plays Barbara Johns. During
filming, Klein carried a replica of the
baby bracelet worn by Olson. "Chris and
Keri made such an effort to learn all they
could about my parents;' says Olson. "It
was an amazing experience."
Mother and daughter even experienced
their own movie
magic, well DVD
magic. "My mother
and I appear as extras
in the chapel scene,
but it was cut in
editing," laughs Olson. "But the scene is in the DVD version."
Olson hopes the film's patriotic spirit
both touches and teaches audiences about
the men who served in Vietnam. "I hope
it helps people to understand Vietnam
and to be proud of the men that fought
and died," she says. "This movie is a tribute to them, and I hope it heals people those who went through the war and
didn't get the respect they deserved."
In March 2003 Olson will retrace her
father's journey to the battleground that
claimed his life. Sons and Daughters in
Touch, an organization for the children of
fallen American soldiers in Vietnam,
sponsors such trips for family to connect
with lost loved ones. For Olson, this journey
and the movie, We Were Soldiers, bring her
closer to the brave father she never knew.
"I feel blessed, like there's a guardian
angel watching out for me;' she says.
-Ashley Day ('02)
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RO[H, PAPER ... EDIIOR
"I found my life's work and
love at JMU;' says Carl N.
Drummond ('88). First he
discovered geology, then
his wife, Natalie Prince
Drummond ('90), also a
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geology major.
"I enrolled at JMU with the intention
of pursuing a career in business,"
Drummond says. "I took a few geology
classes and became hooked. JMU, and
specifically Dr. Lynn Fichter had a huge
impact on my development as a scientist
and as an educator."
Drummond is editor of the internationally distributed Journal of Geoscience
Education and is a professor at Indiana
Purdue University in Fort Wayne, Ind.
The journal, published five times a
year, has a circulation of about 3,500 and
is the only internationally distributed
journal dedicated to teaching geoscience.
As official publication of the National
Association of Geoscience Teachers, the
journal prints 500 to 600 pages per year.
Drummond was selected in 1999 to
succeed Jim Shea, who was the editor for
25 years. After receiving his doctorate in
1994 from University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Drummond went to work for
Indiana Purdue. He's been named a
Geological Society of America fellow and
was awarded the James Lee Wilson medal
by the Society for Sedimentary Geology
for excellence in sedimentary geology. He
also earned two research grants from the
American Chemical Society Petroleum
Research Fund.
One of Drummond's research papers
was selected as the best paper published in
the 1996 Journal of Sedimentary Research.
In sum, he has published 26 research
papers and 46 research abstracts with presentations. His research has focused on the
bed thickness relationships and high-resolution stratigraphic architecture of sedimentary rocks. In other words, he looks at
the relationship between time and rock
thickness. "My current research focuses on
the Ordovician Kope Formation of northern Kentucky, a succession of fossil-rich
rocks deposited during major storms on
an ancient marine shelf;' he says.
Drummond and his wife have a son,
Ashby Drummond, 3, who is named after
his great-great grandfather, Turner Ashby
Drummond, who had been named after
Gen. Turner Ashby. Drummond lived in
Ashby Hall for two years and says he tries
to get back to JMU whenever he can.

- Donna Dunn ('94)

Amy Obeck Foy earned a M.S. in nursing from
the University of Virginia. She is a pediatric nurse
practitioner at Kauser Permanenta in Hawaii.

Stacey Lee Sinclair earned a doctorate in counseling and counselor education from the University
of North Carolina at Greensboro in December.

Beth Anne Howie is a lawyer for Alston & Bird
LLP in Atlanta.

Jody Lynn Stell is an auditor and accountant for
a group of resort hotels in San Diego, Calif.

Bradley S. Witzel earned a doctorate in special
education from the University of Florida. He and
Isabelle live in Tampa Bay, Fla., with daughter,
Laura, 1/8/02.
Edward Avery Wyatt is editor-in-chief of the Wake

Forest Law Review.

1995
Christie Fariss Hite earned a master's in counseling psychology and is a testing specialist for
Piedmont Psychological Services in Farmville. She
and Steve have two sons, Samuel, 5, and Noel, 2.
Gavi Jose! is special events coordinator for a
nonprofit public arts program. She and Brian
live in Philadelphia.
Amy Riley Thomas teaches elementary music in
Covington, Ga. She sings in a small vocal ensemble and with the local opera society.

1998
Anitra Archer is vice president/general manager
of C. W Archer Insurance Agency Inc. in Richmond.
Wendy B. Charkow earned a doctorate in counseling and counselor education from UNC at
Greensboro in December.
Michael Coppola earned the Chartered Financial
Analyst designation and works with Merrill
Lynch Investment Managers in Princeton, N.J.
Ashley Whitlock Deegan earned a master's degree
in speech and language pathology from Old
Dominion University and works in the Broward
County school system in Pompano Beach, Fla.

Kim Hellman works at Flipside Promotions in
San Diego, Calif.
Christa Davis Kuhl earned an M.B.A. in international management and marketing from American
University in January. She and Jeff are building a
house a LaPlata, Md.
Cara Ellen Modisett co-hosts and produces a
weekly art show for WVTF public radio in Roanoke
and is associate editor for Leisure Publishing.
Paul Neagle graduated from the physician assistant program at Wake Forest University School
of Medicine in August. He is a physician assistant
in cardiology near Atlanta.
Jennifer Robbins is vice president of programs
and marketing for Camp Heartland.

19 97
Alex DerHovhannessian of Glenn Allen
was appointed to the JMU Alumni
Association Board of Directors. He is
an analyst/consultant with Accenture.
Megan McCoy earned her master's in human
genetics from Sarah Lawerence College and is a
genetic counselor for Alfigen/The Genetics
Institute in Los Angeles.

1998
Melissa Bouldry earned a master's in management information systems from George Washington University. She is a senior consultant at Booz
Allen & Hamilton in McLean.
Alex Cheney is a production singer aboard the
MS Amsterdam for Anita Mann Productions.
She will be touring Alaska, Mexico, South America
and the southern Caribbean.
Lauren Kelly Hill DeArmas earned a master's in
social work from Virginia Commonwealth
University. She does part-time contractual work
and is a full -time senior foster care social worker.
She and David live in Fredericksburg.
Johnny "Jay'' Fields moved to Tokyo, Japan, to
teach conversational English to Japanese businessmen and women. He is a member of a local
running club and plans to visit New Zealand.
Nicholas Kohn plays the role of the Big Bopper
in the Broadway musical The Buddy Holly Story.
His show has traveled to 110 cities since September.
His younger brother earned a bronze medal in
the 2002 Winter Olympics bobsled event.
Mary Moseley Roberts is an analyst in vendor
relations for Marriott International headquarters
in Bethesda, Md. She and Simon live in Oakton.

1999
Amanda Pillis earned a master's of physical therapy from Old Dominion University in August.
Marc Piquet earned a master's in physical therapy from the University of Miami in December.

2001
Michael A. Hawryluk completed Officer Candidate
School at Naval Aviation Schools Command,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., and received
his commission as a naval officer.
Lora Lea Turner Jenkins is a social studies
teacher at Page County High School.
Harris Parnell is a field organizer for Toxics
Action Center in Portland, Maine.

WIOOINGS
198 0s
Deborah Burner ('87) to James S. Kile, 11/10/01.

19901
David Murdocca ('90) to Barbra Lyn Tauriello,
1/5/02.
Susan Robinson {'90) to Thomas Patras, 4/7/01.
Jay Weaver ('90) to Michelle Muscarella {'89) ,
10/13/01.
Kristine Hee ('93) to Timothy Gordon, 6/30/01.
Sarah Hufnagel {'93) to Kevin Murphy, 6/9/01.

Cherie McClellan ('93) to James Allen Jernigan,
10/27/01.
Claire Polizzi ('93) to Tony Briggs, 1/5/ 02.
Shari Brittingham ('94) to Michael Pastore,
9/22/01.
Stacy Harrell ('94) to Don Bergeron Jr., 8/4/01.
Jessica Howat ('94) to Brian Strickland, 7/29/01.
Amy Riley ('95) to Attia Thomas, 4/ 1/01.
Celeste Moncure ('96) to Jason Bailey ('95) ,
7/28/01.

Suzanne Cullen ('97) to Mark Brazier, 8/5/00.
Elizabeth Guthrie ('97) to John James Gallagher
III, 12/29/ 01.
Lauren Kelly Hill ('98) to David DeArmas, 5/26/01.
Creedence Marie Holzmacher ('97) to Richard
Spreder Jr., 7/21 /01.
Lauren Kinberg ('98) to Ethan Colliver, 12/ 30/01.
Kimberly Ann Matthews ('98) to Stephen John
Robertello, 6/ 30/01.
Kelly McCarthy ('98) to Jamie Singleton ('99),
10/6/01.
Mary Moseley ('98) to Simon Roberts, 10/ 13/01.
Thomas J. Newman ('98) to Susie K. Heidenthal
('99), 7/7/01.
Leanne P. Murphy ('99) to J. Ingram Haley ('97) ,
6/23/01.
Amy Michelle Stone ('99) to Mike Williams, 9/ 1/01.

20001
Jennifer Aylor ('OO) to James Stokes ('Ol), 5/27/0l.
Jennifer Edwards ('OO) to Joseph Yong King McMinn, 10/5/01.
Erin Nash ('OO) to Dylan Reynolds, 12/28/01.
Nicole Pawlowski ('OO) to Brian Schlemmer,
11/3/01.
Sandra]. Taylor ('OO) to Michael T. Anzuini ('OO),
7/2 1/01.
Lora Lea Turner ('01) to Jason Matthew Jenkins,
7/21/0 1.

FU TURE DUKES
19 80 s
Patricia Hylton Grandinetti ('81) and Jim, a son,
Carter James, 12/28/01.
Bayard K. Sweeney ('81) and Anne, a son, John
Anthony, 1/ 17/02.
Maria Shea Brown ('83) and Mark, adopted a
son, Gregory Gleb, 8/01, born on 4/29/00.
Peggy Klein Bibbo ('84) and Tony, a son, Anthony
Christopher, 8/18/ 01.
Laura Simmons-Smith ('84) and Samuel, a son,
Peter Simmons, 7/3/01.
Tracy Cantin ('85) and Paul, a son, Brian Paul,
2/1/01.
Karen Anderson Fernbach ('85) and Don, a son,
Tyler Joseph, 11/4/01.
Rita Adams Smith ('85) and Charlie, a son, Russell
Charles, 11/2 1/01.
Steven Schwab ('86) and Jodi, a son, Luke Carl,
7/12/0 1.

Kim Coyle Carter ('87) and Chuck, a daughter,
Madison Catherine, 12/1 7/01.
Teresa Gulbrandsen Fisher ('87) and Blair, a
son, Kyle Robert, 12/ 23/01.
Constance Wyatt Shriver ('87) and Rob, twin
sons, Henry Munro and Jack Armstrong, 10/29/01.
Carolyn Reese Swaney ('87) and Dennis ('88), a
son, Co nor Sean, 12/ 4/01.
Diane Frost Tivnan ('87) and Mike, a son, Sean
Michael, 9/25/ 01.
Wallace Wetherill ('87) and Beth, a daughter, Lucile
Price, 10/9/01.
Sarah Thornton Wright ('87) and David, a daughter, Emily Nell, 11/25/01.
Lisa Kellett Beumee ('88) and Gary, a son, Hayden
Christopher, 11/27/01.
Alex Cordero ('88) and Angela, a daughter, Ava
Dominica, 7/25/01.
Jon Friedline ('88) and Darlene, twin sons, Nicholas
George and Matthew James, 9/2/01.
Pamela Helems Langfitt ('88) and David, a son,
Joshua Stewart, 10/ 30/01.
Michelle Robertson McBride ('88) and Mike, a
son, Jared Michael, 5/ 29/01.
John C. Owen III ('88) and Heather, twins, a daughter, Jessica Christine, and a son, John C. I\!, 1/24/02.
Lisa Rayman Schiller ('88) and Robert, a daughter, Abigail Dana, 5/24/01.
John Kenneth Cauthen Jr. ('89) and Wendy, a
son, John "Jack" Kenneth III, 12/ 7/01.
Jason Matechak ('89) and Errin, a daughter, Alexandra Danielle, 1/2/02.
Colette Tisinger-Jones ('89/'91M) and Greg
('89/'00M), a daughter, Jordyn Colette, 12/4/01.

1990s
Kristin Fay Elson ('90) and Samuel ('91) , a
daughter, Kelly Fay, 11/27/01.
Ilana Brilliant Feuchter ('90) and Mark, a daughter, Julianne Jane, 12/1 3/01.
Nick Galt ('90) and Barbara, a son, Andrew
William, 3/24/02.
Michelle Flaherty Gervasini ('90) and Mike, a
daughter, Katherine Margaret, 8/ 30/01.
Brad Gorman ('90) and Stacy, a daughter,
Josephine "Josie" Anne, 11/27/01.
James C. Hoffman ('90) and Marah, a son, Jack
Thomas, 12/ 1/01.
Cynthia Mang Hogan ('90) and Pete, a son,
Matthew Phillip, 1/3/ 02.
Alison Chisholm Jones ('90) and John, a son,
Alexander "Alec" Campbell, 4/ 17/01.
Stephen Kurtz ('90) and Julia, a daughter, Emma
Caroline, 1/19/02.
Sandra Davis Mick ('90) and Gregory, twins, a
daughter, Lauren Anne, and a son, Gregory Charles
"Chad", 5/27/01.
Patrick Nellies ('90) and Shannon, a daughter,
Hannah Colleen, 3/1/02.
Melinda Pritt Smith ('90) and Dan, a daughter,
Maeve Shelby, 3/7/02.

Cecil "Joe" T. Thompson ('90) and Kristy, a
daughter, Kara Nicole, 10/30/01.

PIIIIH RODI DAD &OE5 DOUET
Ben Davis ('94) was once
known for his raucous punk
rock performances with the
bands Sleepytime Trio and
Milemarker. But after finding out that he
was going to be a dad, Davis decided to stop
touring and "started writing quieter, more
introspective songs in the bedroom late at
night. Like most music nerds these songs
became increasingly
important to me."
The more melodic
tracks became Davis'
first solo album, The

Hushed Patterns of
Relief, which is full of thought-provoking
lyrics and softer sounds. The album is dedicated to his son, Rick, and Davis says, "This
recording documents what has become a
very personal and important expression of
my life:'
Davis founded his first band, Sleepytime Trio, with two other JMU graduates
in 1994. "My musical experiences have
been pretty diverse;' he says. "I booked
shows for the Dave Matthews Band, the
Allman Brothers and James Brown; but I
always loved the raw intensity of punk:'
After moving to Chapel Hill in 1997,
Davis co-founded Milemarker, his second
punk rock adventure. "It's a fun outlet for
creative energies," he says, "But, Hushed
is a solid departure from my punk roots.
It originally started as a lullaby collection
for my son - an evolutionary process that
was simple and reflective:'
The shift from working with a group
to going solo was also new for Davis.
"Band efforts are usually collaborative
from the beginning, so writing on my
own was a bit scarier," he says. "Hushed is
more of an intimate journey. Each song
represents a different aspect of my life.
"But I'm still very interested in group
projects. "Presently I'm touring with my
new band, Bats & Mice. Our first fulllength came out on Lovitt Records in
April, and we're playing out in support of
that. ... I still plan on creating a second
solo record, and Bats & Mice is currently
working on our next record," he adds.
With all his musical successes, Davis
still hasn't quit his day job. He's a multim edia specialist at the University of North
Carolina (Chapel Hill), where he creates
audio and video for online courses. He's
also in charge of Web casting conferences,
lectures and special events for the university. "The folks here are great. They allow
me time to tour with my bands;' he says.

- Ashley Day ('02)
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Judy Melincoff Geelhoed ('91/'93M) and Michael
{'91), twin sons, Devin Michael and Jordan Lee,
7/2/01.
Margie Raible Labbe ('91) and Craig, a daughter, Mary Clare, 10/24/0 I.
Pam Shackelford Loebach ('91) and Paul, a
daughter, Kathleen Rose, 7/ 23/01.
Julie VanPelt Lohr ('91) and Brian, a son, Isaac
Aubrey Hamilton, 11/27/01.
Christine Storch McCloy ('91) and Rod, a son,
Aidan Lloyd, 3/29/0 I.

AfflERIEAD DREAfflERS
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Sharmila Shah ('97)
and her sister, Sangita,
are the first generation
of their family to be
born in the United
States. Raised to believe in the promise of
the "American Dream," these sisters made
good on the promise with their new clothing line, mi&gi.
The mi&gi clothing line launched last
November with a preview of the spring
2002 collection. Shah describes the look
of the line as, "modern and trendy - a
combination of what you can wear to
work professionally and then change up a
bit to wear at happy hour later."
Clothing is only one aspect of mi&gi
sales. Makeup and accessories are offered
at their online boutique, as well as at the
various retailers along the East Coast that
carry the mi&gi line. Mi&gi accessories
include everything from rhinestone belts
to your favorite cocktail-flavored lip balm.
Shah's management major studies in
JMU's College of Business had a great influence on her current operation. She attributes everything "from writing a business
plan to actually starting a small business in
class:' After graduating from JMU, Shah
attended Howard Law School and earned
her juris doctorate in 2000.
The idea for the mi&gi fashion line
came from the sisters' desire for clothes
that "suited their needs as modern women
balancing personal and professional lives."
The mi&gi line targets 20- to 30-something
women. An Arlington-based mi&gi store
and the Web site <www.mi-gi.com> offers
online purchasing and lists stores that carry
the sisters' fashions.
While running the mi&gi operation
with Sangita, Shah also provides legal aid
to Sept. 11 victims through the World Trade
Center Permanency Project. She previously
clerked for a senior judge in the Washington, D.C., Superior Court. Thanks to her
training at JMU, this 20-something is
confident her endeavor will succeed and
fulfill her American Dream.

-Allison Swanson ('02)

Jennifer Lollobridigo Schumacher ('91) and
Peter, a daughter, Grace Elizabeth, 8/30/0 I.
Thomas Southward ('91) and Betsy, a daughter,
Allison Elizabeth, 1/ l 7/02.
Jennifer Poole VandenBerg ('91) and Scott, a
son, Nathan James, 2/26/02.
Jeremy Armstrong ('92) and Carla, a daughter,
Emmarie Renee, 1/6/02.
Michelle Totten Egan ('92) and Michael, a son,
Casey Seamus, 11/20/01.
Christine Eales Hoyle ('92) and Mike, a son,
Michael Butler, 10/28/0 I.
Eric"Yogi"Jenkins ('92) and Holly Gore ('91), a
son, Matthew Stokes, 7/25/00.
Michael Knapp ('92) and Kerry McFarland ('94),
a daughter, Taylor Ann, 9/30/01.
Kimberly Ann Pastirchak Koch {'92) and John,
a daughter, Nicole Alexis, 1/4/02.
Monica Mroz ('92) and Chris Roakes, a son,
Finn Lucas Mroz-Roakes, 9/16/01.
Jennifer Dopp Riggleman ('92) and John, a daughter, Lindsay Nicole, 5/20/01.
Renee Skaggs Sirulnik ('92) and Scott, a son,
Ryan Samuel, 1/6/02.
Susan Davis Styli ('92) and Rick, a daughter,
Kayla Michelle, 10/ 18/0 I.
Michelle Fruth Black ('93) and Jim, a daughter,
Lilian Marie, 1/9/02.
Marcus Carter ('93) and Regina, a son, Daunte
Marquis, 12/22/01.
LaTrese Martin Coates ('93) and William, a
daughter, Taya Marie, 1/17/01.
Kelly Friday Crow ('93) and Michael ('94), twins,
a daughter, Kylie Amber, a son, Michael Smithson
Jr., 12/26/01.
Raymond Dean ('93) and Theresa, a daughter,
Olivia Catherine, 10/28/01.
Casey Mitschele Dorsey ('93) and Jeff, a son,
Connor Dodd, 4/2/01.
Mike Fansler ('93) and Amy, a daughter, Jessica
Charlotte, 8/24/0 I.
Aimee Edwards Gaedecke ('93) and David ('92),
a son, Andrew Thomas, 1/25/02.
Craig Hopp {'93) and Lisa, a daughter, Leah
Regan, 3/20/02.
Katherine "Stuart" Bane Oliver ('93) and Tim, a
daughter, Tessa Elisabeth, 5/14/01.
Susan Elmore Pfautz ('93) and Michael, a son,
Benjamin Charles, 11/22/0 I.
Niki Beuch Bennett ('94) and Tommy ('89), a
son, Hananiyah Christian, 4/3/01.
Vashti Leonard Curtis ('94) and Darrin, a son,
Clay McCaskill, 11/12/01.
Karen Elizabeth Hubley Fiorani ('94) and John,
a son, Jordan David, 2/27/0 I.
Nancy Hurwitz Gordon ('94) and Todd, a daughter, Alyssa Taylor, 8/28/0 I.
Kristi Draughn Harris ('94) and Jonathan, a
daughter, Madeline Kade, 9/25/01.
Lara Derby Hopewell ('94) and Rob, a son, William Porter, 2/22/02.
Amity K. Hovey Monroe ('94) and Art, a son,
Spencer Christian, 7/27/01.
Valerie Blase Olivia ('94) and Bob, a son, Ryan
Joseph, 1/22/02.

Bradley S. Witzel ('94) and Isabelle, a daughter,
Laura, 1/8/02.
Michele Parks Cary ('95) an d Mark, a daughter,
Saman tha Grace Cary, 3/21/01.
Theresa McEvilly Julian ('95) and Todd, a daughter, Ashley Kathleen, 9/6/0 I.
David McAlister ('95) and Dyan, twin sons, Cole
Geordon and Noah Alyn, 2/20/02.
Cathie Boezer McCann ('95) and Michael, a
daughter, Carlin Melaine, 12/ 13/01.
Catherine Ingalls Mensch ('95) an d Jeff, a
daughter, Olivia Jane, 12/9/01.
William Penberthy ('95) and Bridget, a daughter, Hannah Teal, 1/27/02.
William "Ward" Ponn ('95) and Lori Brewer ('94),
a daugh ter, Sarah Madison, 1/9/02.
Craig Steger ('95) and Lori, a daughter, Ainsley
Elizabeth, 9/8/01.
Amy Louise Wright Bowles ('96) and Brent ('98),
a son, Pat rick Towner, 12/24/01.
Maggie Lee Charlton ('96), a daughter, Emily
Gail, 12/15/0 I.
Genessa Dail Coakley ('96) an d Timothy, a son,
Noah Anderson, 10/6/01.
Chessa Bonarigo Moore ('96) and Ben, a son, Tyler
Benjamin, 10/ 1/01.
Lucinda A. Noftsinger ('96) and John ('85), a son,
Jacob Boyd , 7/8/01.
Michael Pison ('96) and Jennifer, a son, Elijah
Xander, 1/7/02.
Kristine Mehuron Stonehouse ('96) and David,
a daugh ter, Elizabeth Maye, 12/22/0 I.
Amy Herbster Weiler {'96) and Doug ('95), a son,
Evan Scott, 2/ 1/02.
Ryan Zimmerman ('96) and Kelly Flood, a daughter, Brooke Bethany, 6/ 12/0 I.
Jill Malinchock Arias ('97) and Gerson ('96), a
daughter, Morghan Sydney, 2/20/02.
Amy O'Loskey Morgan ('97) and David, a daughter, Emily Margaret, 1/8/02.

Katanya Lohr Elliott ('98) and Ernest W. IV ('97),
a daughter, Grace Autumn, 10/16/01.

2000s
Natalia Castro Burton ('OO) and Jam es, a daughter, Kaitlin Grace, 7/1 3/01.
Heather Burakow ('01) and Chris Park ('02), a
daughter, Hannah Gray, 10/20/01.

IN M(MORIAM
Sallie McCormick Farrar ('32) of Richmond,
2/11 /02.
Mary Spitzer Etter ('34) o f Harrisonbu rg,
3/15/02.
Virginia B. Kern ('38) of Florence, Mass., 2/24/02.
Evelyn Wells ('42) of Manassas, 11/01.
Catherine Manly Grim ('46) of Long Beach,
N.C., 9/14/98.
Bryan Huddleston ('91) of Richmond, 3/3 1/02.
Andrew McDonald ('94) of Winchester, 4/ 14/00.

Craig Blass ('96) of New York, N.Y., 9/ 11/01.
Matthew D. Horning ('97) of Scotch Plains,
N.J., 9/11/01.

2002 FOOTBALL SE A.SON
1

TAILDATII
Sponsored by the JMUAlumni Association and JMU Duke Club

OTHER GAMES
8/31
9/7
9/14
9/28

Hampton
New Hampshire
Florida Atlantic
Villanova

10/5
10/26
11/2
11/1 6
11/23

Maine (Parents Weekend)
U Mass (Homecoming)
at Rhode Island
William & Mary
at Northeastern

Enjoy food and fun with JMU friends.
You'll have a great time cheering on your
Dukes and catching up with Madison!

For more information visit the JMU alumni Web site at www.jmu.edu/alumni!football_tailgates
If you would like to attend any of the 2002 football tailgates, contact the JMU Ticket Office at (540) 568-DUKE.
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Gotta new job?
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~~e~~~:;a~ffi;::;l~~dm~~::::e~~ ~~;i~en~~:r ::~;ings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses· names (including maiden), class
years, wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth
announcement? Did you remember to include both parents'
names, class years, child's name and birth date?

M
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E
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Please submit your class note to fMU, Office of Alumni
Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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CLASS NOTE

you just get married?

59

R

2
0
0
2

Is there an addition to
Let your classmates know what's going on in y,,
Full Name

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Class Year _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State _ __

ZIP _ _ __

work (

E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ __

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-------------------------------------------------~

___________Makin.9. JMU Inroads _
So many roads have led Phyllis and me to JMU.
My first wife, Judith Klein Brothers Pruden ('40),
who died in 1992, studied elementary education
at JMU. While Phyllis graduated from the
University of North Carolina in 1945, her grandson, David Robertson Hall ('92), majored in
history and anthropology at JMU. To top it off,
Phyllis grew up in Elizabethton, Tenn., not far
from Bluff City, where she knew members of
Ronald Carrier's family.

________ Chartin_g Brain Pathways _
We want to encourage scholarly achievement, so
our gift of $200,000 goes to JMU's Honors
Program to establish the Peter and Phyllis Pruden
Distinguished Scholarship Fund in Elementary
Education in memory of Judith Pruden.

_______________ Map~ing the Future __
Teaching children was both Phyllis' and Judith's
life work. Phyllis taught elementary school for 23
years. We feel that teaching is a vital undertaking
right now, as our country faces a dramatic teacher

Former owner ofPruden
Packing Co., now part of
Smithfield Foods

shortage. That's why it's important to Phyllis and
to me to help college students become top-notch
elementary school teachers.

Peter and Phyllis Pruden of Suffolk, Va.
There are all kinds of opportunities to make a difference at JMU. To learn about them, please contact Kathy Stafford, vice president for university advancement, at (800) 296-6162.
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